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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY DECEMBER 14. 1909

VTOL. 4G
EROKAW

MILLS

WiLL.

Action at the First Executive
Session to be Held After
Holidays
OPPOSITION

TO

ESTRADA

His Liking for String Drink at Bot-tu.- n
ct tteirital infelicity Naw
Leing Airtd io Court.

BEMSFIilED

New York, Dec. 14. The ready wit
and iooi hi u.i of Miiry, iiiair mokuw
who seeks a decree .. .of . separation
Willi alimony of $oO,Om) a year trout
her millionaire husband, V. Gould
litokaw, hashed ug.nn through tue
plodding oi ner croaa exam-

ination.
"Ai the times you say your husband
threatened to blow out your Drains,
uiu you believe lam?' asKfed John F.
Meiniyre, counsel tor trie deren.se.
"Net when he waou t
.ig." returned the w iuiebs.
N
"Did he say he would or could do
it?" pursued Mr. Meiniyre. "
'In Paris he said he could and iii
the south he said he would.1',
"Well he did not, did he.'"' asked
Mr. Mclntj re &a a clincher.
"I tuiiiK," said the witness sweetly,
"yon find I am still left."
At another time there Was a question or' what Mrs. Drokaw meant by
paratjzed" an adjective she applied
to Mi. tirokaw's condition on a night
when she testified she telephoned tor
hi secretary to take care of him.
Mrs. liiokaw amplified her deiini-tioas "a condition of helpless intoxication" and Mr. Mclntyre immediately wished to know how the witness had qualified as a judge in the
fcymptouis of drunkenness.
"My varied experience after marriage maue me an expert,' she retorted.

8BIMSHHW

National Committeeman Solomon Luna Reaches National Z
Capital.

to advance ihe percentage of att
aitoe which is to be retorted to
county superintendent at th riost
e;un u.omi. n is only l;i:r mat

!

WAS

htLPi.fc.o3LY INTOXICATED.

tit-l-

.,

CLAIMED

COSTLY BLAZE

PRO- -

HOT

AT CAPITOL

ME

VICTORIES

GOOD

RQAOS

Tortuga, Orizi and Supea Now Application for Appropriation
.
in Hands of Zelaya's
of Waters of Red Riyer
j
Opponents
Rejected.
.

Cluefields, Nicaragua, Dec. 11. An .Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa. Terofficial dispatch received at insurgent ritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero, and
that Tentorial 'Auditor W. G.
headquarters here announces
Sargent, toGeneial Morales, at the head of a
in
accordance
with
mandc'e
the
day,
hand .of insurgents' lias captured TorOf the law, destroyed
$1,031,221.0:!
small
tfi
and
Orizi
tnree
Eupea.
tuga,
towns on the Costa Ricau frontier. cnncelled vouchers paid during the,
Morales proclaimed Estrada president fisfr.l year that ended on November
and continued to march to attack the 30, 1900.
important town of Rivas.
Territorial Agent Appointed.
I
Big Battle Imminent.
Richard H. Hanna has been appointGeneral Estrada and followers have
taken courage at the prospects of ed territorial agent for the Onder-donassistance from the United States.
Livestock Conmany of Lamy,
Consul Moffat is making a tentative Santa Fe county, of which T. W.
airangenient for shore quarters for Hanna is the manager.
the American fighting men. A big
The Mogollon Road.
battle is expected soon. General
The territorial good roads commisVisuez. commanding the! government troops, has concentrated his sion expects to begin construction
forces in the hills a few miles from work on such portions of the Silver
road for which rights
R.ima. Both flanks are threatened by
TENT CITY OF MODERN
the insurgent forces, and their at- of way have been secured.
WOODMEN SANITARIUM. tack only awaits the arrival of artilWater Application Rejected.
Because he failed to file proof of
lery 'and ammunition, which is exTerritorial
Two Hundred and Four Houses Pur- pected daily by steamer.
publication.
Engineer
Vernon L. Sullivan today rejected the
chased From Donations Made
Rebellion Breaks Out.
y
By Camps of Order.
Managua, Nicaragua, Dec. 14. Re- replication of Narciso Sanchez
14.
bellion has broken out at the capi- Medina of Roy, Mora county, for
Colorado Springs, Coio., Dec.
2.3-"second feet of the flow of the
Funds for the purchase of 204 tent tal. The streets today were filled
to have been diverted by
Red
river
with
unrestrained
demonstrators.
houses for the Modern Woodmen sana dam :10 feet, long upon the desert
itarium north of Colorado Springs Shouts of "Long live liberty, the
of the applicant.
have been donated by camps of the or- United States and Estrada," filled the entry
Forest Service Appointments.
der throught the couitry. "When the air. It is said that President Zelaya
The following appointments in the
sanitarium was established, a call was has promised to make public today
forest service have been recommended
announcement
his
of
the
resignation.
to
each
on
made
the various camps
For the first time in sixteen years for the forests in District No. 3 :
donate. $250.00, the cost of one tent
W. E. Carter, forest guard. Alamo:
a
meeting of malcontents was perbeen
the
cottage, and so generous has
without
interference.
Woodrow, forest guard. Gila;
mitted
Henry
police
response that the officials have been The climax was readied last
W. Day, forest guard,
William
night,
unable to built cottages fast enough to
to
when
the
George A. Copley, forest
government
attempted
keep up with the continued
a bill conced- guard, Prescott; Ray J. Gilleland. forCongress
put
through
CO
two
colonies of
f'ons. To date,
to certain exploiters mining est guard, ' Tonto; Robert D. Stetents each have been erected, and af-- ing
a vast, undefined area phens, forest clerk, Choctawhatchee.
ter January 1, construction of a third rights covering
IK
of present ownership of
Guard Orders.
irrespective
uULIJnHIJLI lony win be2in- - At the same time, the surface of the property. Con- GeremlNational
Orders Xo. 22.
. construction of the central building, gressman Enrique Corda opposed the
ffhe following are commissioned 83
,
"J1!
"
power plant and dairy will be pushed. measure in a speech that aroused the officers in the National Guard of New
is wildest enthusiasm. The
Unique" Feat Attempted by Within a tofew years the sanitarium
government Mexico to date from August 2G, 1S09:
have facilities for the ac-- seeing the motion in danger of being A. Mendenhall, captain; W. G. Love,
1 1
expected
D 1
C
J
ivtciamauiuicu Elates
commodation of from 500 to 1,000 pa- lost precipitaly adjourned the ses- first, lieutenant; M. E. Hinton, second
tients.
tion Service
sion. When Corda left the building, lieutenant.
he was given an ovation and followed
Captain A. Mendenhall is assigned
KING LEOPOLD
to his hotel by a mob which rapidly to command of that company of the
OPERATED UPON. grew in proportions.
WILL RECLAIM 55,000 ACRES
The army is First Infantry stationed at Clovis, N.
alternately cheering Corda and cry- M. Lieutenants Love and Hinton will
Surgeons Are Successful and Find ing "Long live liberty!" The
report in person to Captain Menden-ha'That Belgium's Ruler is Not
for duty with the company at
Work Begun on That Portion of
feeling is so strong that the
'
.
Suffering From Tumor.
government did not dare to attempt t Clovis.
the Immense Yuma Project
Dec. 14. King Leopold its suppression.
Brussels,
as
..The
commissioned
are
following
in Arizona.
was operated upon successfully to-officers in the National Guard of New
Blue Jackets Arrive at Corinto.
day. The surgeons found no trace of
Washington, Dec. 14. The cruiser Mexico to date from June 5, 190!):
Los Angeles, Dec. 14. With the tumor, the presence of which in the j Albany and the gunboat
Yorktown
Charles R. Echols, first lieutenant;
completion of a siphon fourteen feet intestines had been feared. His ma- have joined the gunboat Vicksburg Fred Clayton, second lieutenant.
in diameter under the Colorado river jesty's trouble is ydue-;-ta simple at Corinto on the Pacific coast of
Lieutenants Echols and Clayton
at Yuma, the United States Reclama- - obstruction. The .king is resting Nicaragua.
They arrived there yes- will report In person to Captain John
tion Service will have accomplished quietly.
,
terday. They have about four hun- B. Enfield for duty with Company C,
a feat unique in American engineer- of
blue jackets First Infantry, National Guard
physicians are more hopeful for the dred and twenty-fiv- e
The siphon will carry the water recovery cf the.
in
N?w Mexico.
royal patient. They aboard.
diverted from the Yuma dam fourteen however do not express an opinion,
j
By command of the Governor.
miles away under the Colorado river as it remains to be seen whether the DAILY NEWSPAPER TO
A. S.: BROOKES,
to irrigate fifty-fiv- e
thousand acres in king
to' resist the after
ESPOUSE LIQUOR CAUSE.
vitality
,has
Acting
Adjutant General.
the Yuma valley. Two shafts, each effects of the surgery.v.v
.
Education
Expulsion
Compulsory
a hundred feet deep had to be sunk
Reform School. .
Into
Put
it
Whitson
By
Crimp
Judge
and conected under the river by a
of the United States Circuit
Superintendent of Publi; Instruc-- j
drift tunnel. The top of the tunnel
tion J. E. Clark has sent the folloCourt.
will be twenty-fiv- e
lowfeet below the
wing circular' letter to county school
est known bed of the river and the
tunnel itself will be a thousand feet
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 14. When superintendents:
It has come to ,my notice in sevJudge Edward Whitson in the Unilong.
:
ted States circuit court for the dis- eral cases that teachers have resorttrict of eastern Washinston denied ed to expulsion of children for misCONVICTS WORKING ON
the application for citizenship by conduct, for truancy, or fox other reaGREAT SCENIC HIGHWAY.
Is there
O. ' Fttzmanrice, a critnp was sons that seemed to justify.
Maurice
States
Court
United
Supreme
not in such a course of action a suginto
tne
a
by.
interests
put
plan
liquor
Colorado Springs, Dec 14.- - A highin Spokane to launch a daily news- gestion . of weakness on the part of
Forfeits Charter of.
way connecting Colorado Springs, at
paper to espouse their cause. The the teacher? The school is for the
'
the foot of Pikes Peak, with the
v
Company
petitioner was subjected to a gruel- child, and an efficient teacher will
world-fame- d
Royal Gorge of the Arling examination by J. B. Lindsley, control that school without reducing
kansas river, will be completed
assistant United States district attor- its numbers by expulsion. Of course,
in the next few years. Convicts are
PIECE OF LI
ney, who brought out that since com- there are certain young people who
now working on a state boulevard
ing to America from Ireland, five should not be in the public school.
between Colorado Springs and Canon
ago, Fitzmaurice has posed as The; management of these people is
years
and
the county commissioners
City,
for Years and an Episcopal
Along
Dragged
rector, (rancher, lodg- provided for, however, in section 10,
u
me construction m
auuiuiiit-Was Before Tribunal
ing house keeper, lecturer, ' lawyer chapter 2, Laws of 1903, page 169 of
a road from Canon City to the top of
land author in South Dakota as nnh- - the , compilation of school laws for
the' Royal Gorge, Canon City and Co- Three Times.
!
lisher of small newspapers in Wash 1909:. Some teachers find it much
lorado Springs business men initiatington and Idaho and, according to easier to expel a child than to coned the movement for these two roads '
D. C. Dec. 14. For his own statement, as a
Washington,
promoter and trol him; for this reason the number
which will, when completed, form
one of the grandest scenic dri'veways the third tlme the supreme court of an active political power in ' Spo- of cases of expulsion increases very
in the world, extending for a distance the United iStates decided yesterday kane. It was also entered a matter rapidly unles sthe supervising officer
of 50 miles and culminating in an the case of the United States against cf record that he had been accused gives close attention to the matter.
and arrested on the charge of com- In the great majority of cases those
unequalled panorama from the top of he Rio Grande Dam and
Irrlgation
mitting unspeakable crimes. lit pupils who are expelled from school
wells of perpendicular granite.
are the very ones who are the most
Company. The decision is in favor of maurice told a number of "hard luck"
in
need of the influence oi the school
stories
In
about
robbed
while
i
being
and declares forfeited
the
GOOD ROADS
South Dakota, but these were dis- and who can least afford to he withCONVENTION AT TOPEKA, the company's charter, thus probably
out that influence.
proved, by witnesses.
'
the famous piece
Urge upon your teachers that they
make every effort to havt the school
Topeka, Kas., Dec. 14. The annual of litigation. The case involved the IRISH NATIONALISTS
convention of the National
SUPPORT GOVERNMENT. be of the greatest ' possible benefit
Good TSht ot the company to construct a
i to the
Roads Association opened here todayv dam for irrigation purposes across the
greatest possible number. Re- Good roads advocates, including Gov Rio Grande river at Elephant Butte,
Dec. 14. The central com- finind them that every hour in school
'Dublin,
ernor Stuhbs, members of Congress N. M., where it was its declared inten-an- d mittee of the Irish .Nationalists today should bring profit to every .pjtipll
representatives of state organl- - tion of creating the largest artificial decided to support the Liberals in tne.re and that, there is a real loss to
aalions in various parts of the coun- - irrigation lake in the world. The gov-ti-y the general election. Premier
me pupil for every absence from a
are present. A letter was read ernment brought suit to prohibit. The
recent declaration concerning successful school.
from President Taft in which he said case has been in the courts a number home rule for Ireland are deemed
In some cases the teachers follow
1"
reference to the meeting: "it shows of years. On the last trial the charter satisfactory. The resolution to sup- the
practice of dropping from the roll
a national
awakening as, to the sub- - of the company is declared forfeited port the government was moved by a pupil who has been absent for six
ject and gives earnest of progress and that decision was affirmed yester- - John Redmond and adopted unani- successive half
days. This means
in the right direction."
mously.
merely that an effort is being made
day.
'
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pupil should give immediate
FLYER
i;' f.ir reason of sicklies,1
moving out of the .isst i
moid
away for a j:i ii visd:, or oilier rea
son, he is to hf absent irom school
for
His name niav
be Crashes Into Rear of Local
trom
lie
roil
immediately dropped
Passenger Train on Lake
and 'he absences not charged asain.-.- t
Shore
the room. Of course, it i.s understood that if a pupil does i,ot have
satisfactory reasoii lor his absence,
HOUR
'he compulsory education law should GOING Sli(TY MILES
b" brt i ght to bear upon his case.
We tometimes in the administration
of srhool affairs overlook the fact Three Italians Were Killed and
Hit., the parents must be held reSeven Other Persons Seriou-l- y
sponsible for the control of their
Injured.
children and the idea should not b- permitted to gain very great strength
1.
Bivr
'hat the control of the child is ;is- Deo.
The
Four
Pa..
Erie,
by the state through the ad- - Twentieth t'entrury train, No. 2fi, east- miniMralion of the schools.
If
a bound, second section, enroure from
pupil i.s truant let the parent pay the pt. Louis to New York, collided with
penalty through the enforcement of tjle rear end of iassen 'er train No. 10.
the compulsory education law. It" a on the Lake Shore railroad at North
pupil is vicious, idle, or of vagrant Fast Penna, sixteen miles from here,
habits let both the parent and the last ni'zht
Hy seeming mir-acl- i,
child pay the penalty through the
only three Italians were killed,
of the law found in section seven other
persons seriously injured
10, chapter 2, Laws of 190::.
Let us and
more or less
twenty-fiv- e
probably
in all cases he willing to share the
It is said that No.
cut and bruised.
responsibility of improving the grow- in for some unknown reason had not
ing generation in every possible way. made the
in time to give clearbut zealous teachers are too liable ance to siding
Twentieth
the
Century, which
to assume the entire responsibility
was running sixty miles an hour shortand relieve the parent of a charge
ly before it caught it)) with and smashwhich he should fulfill
ed into No. 10, The engineer of the
Allow me to call to your attention
a slight error in the Christmas day Flyer hurriedly applied the air, but not
The sentence in the in- soon enough to save the rear coach.
program.
Disastrous Wreck Near Winnipeg.
troductory statement reading "it is
Dep. 11. An express
Winnipeg,
he
that
the
program
suggested
given
on the Canadian Northern was
train
on Friday afternoon, December 25"
a hundred miles east of htre
should be corrected to read "Decem- wrecked
this
early
morning, injuring
forty
24th."
ber
Most of the
New Mexico Organization at the Na- persons, none fatally.
injured were American settlers on the
tional Rivers and Harbors
way to their former homes for ChristCongress.
mas.
W. A.
Chairman of delegation,
Fleming Jones, Las Cruces. N. M.;
committee on credentials. W. H. Andrews, Albuquerque N. M.; commitCAUSES
tee on nominations, Mrs. L. Bradford
Prince, Santa Fe. N. M.; conimi tee
on resolutions, W. A. Fleming Jones.
DEATH OF
Las Cruces, N. M.; vice president, W.
A. Fleming Jones, Las Cruces, N. M.
Thrown Open to SettleTownships
ment.
Quarrel Among Cincinnati
The federal land office at Las CruTenants Leads to Overces has siven notice that plats have
been filed for 115.200 acres of lands in
turning of Lamp
this district and will be subject to entry on January 15. The following
RAPIDLY
SPREAD
FUMES
townships are included:
(a) Township 17 south, range 10
east, N. M. P. M.
(b) Township 25 south, range 2 Several Suffocated in Bed Four
west, N. M. P. M.
Story House Destroyed
(c) Township 27 south, range 15
j
by Fire.
west, N. M. P. M.
22
20
south, range
(d) Township
Dec. 14. A quarrel
Cincinnati,
west, N. M. P. M.
(e) Township 27 south, range 21 which led to blows, and overturned
a kerosene lamp started a blaze in
west, N. M. P. M.
i
a four story tenement house at Third
Gossett Arrested.
streets eariy mis
ami bycamore
mountCaptain Fred Fornoff, of the
which resulted in the death
ed police, this noon telegraphed that morning,
seven persons and the injury of
he had A. H. Gossett, accused of mur- of
dozen others, three probably fatally.
S.
at
Conover
Postmaster
dering
The lamp overturned on the second
Rio Arriba county, on Saturday
floor by tenants
started
the fire
seta
under
arrest
at Valarde,
evening,
which spread with much rapidity.
tlement across the Rio Grande from Several were suffocated in bed.
Lyden.
Fifty others had a narrow escape
Good Roads Camp Quarantined.
from death, the building was a flimsy
A case of smallpox is reported from wooden affair and when
escape was
the Good Roads camp between Thorn- - cut off the panic stricken tenants
ton and Albuquerque, on the Santa rushed to the windows in the roof
Scenic Highway and an(j jumped. Some were caught in
the camp has been quarantined, stop blankets, but others fell to the side
ping all work on the road.
walk.
.
.

his teacher

pECK
1

BUILDING

'.

Special to The Xew Mexican.
Washington. D. C, Dec. 14 There
will be no more executive sessions of
the Senate for the confirmation of appointments until after the holidays.
Chief Justice Mills will be confirmed
as governor of Xew Mexico at the first
session after the holidays as no opposi-Iio- n
against him has developed. Judge
William H. Pope will lie confirmed as
chief justice at the same time. The
appointment for postmaster at Taos
was reported promptly and favorably
tu the Senate by the committee on
postoffice and postroads. The appointment of S. B. Grimshaw to be postmaster at Santa Fe, however, is held
up by the committee. Attorney V. A.
Fleming Jones has left for his home
at Las Cruces going via. New York.
Solomon
Committeeman
National
Luna has arrived here. Chief Justice
William J. Mills is here so are Attorneys Jermiah Leahy of Raton and
and Louis C. Ilfeld of Las Vegas.
Hamilton is Confident.
Washington, Dec. 14. "I think the
House will pass a statehood bill for
New Mexico and Airzbna very quickly," said Chairman Hamilton of the
house commltte on territories. The
President has recommended it and the
House has declared for it in the past."
Hamilton's bill for this purpose, introduced several days ago, follows the
lines of the Ppresident's recommendation.

a
notice to
,

--

IMPORTANT

1

;,

t

General Morales of Insur- - $1,031,221.63 Worth of Last
Year's Warrants Destroy
gents Marching on Town
of Rivas
ed by Commission
GAINED

NO ??()

fininn

.

anti-Zela-

l

j

'

.

.

.

1

nild-nigh- t.

.

FiGHT

TEN

I

Ly-de-

JL.

.

1
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BUTTES CASE

STABBING AFFRAY

Causes Damage That Runs
Into the Thousand of
--

Dollars

.

..

,

,

finally-terminatin-

's

SiX MONTHS

DROUTH

Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 14. As the result of a fight at a Mexican dance at
Sopris, a coal camp near here, Jose
Gongales is in the hospital and is
thought to be fatally stabbed. Ralph
Garcia and Philip Gonzales, the lat
ter a brother of the injured man, are
held in the county jail as witnesses.
Just how the fisht started, or what led
'
up to it is not generally known, and
the man who did nthe stabbing had

I

Ill PENNSYLVANIA

--

h

IN COLORADO CAMP.

BROKEN

not been captured.
BIDDING

BRISK FOR

1910 WOOL CLIP.
Mines; That Were Idle for Lack
; of Water Will Now
Boston, Dec. 14. The feature of
- Resume
the local wool market is an active de:

mand for Ohio Delaine Which has
thirty-nin- e
cents. The
hiladelphia, Dec. 14. Swept by a been bringing
wind storm which did damage of thou- rest of the market is dull but very
sands of dollars, the coal regions of firm and the dealers see no sign; of
eastern Pennsylvania have been re- weakening symptoms. There iiave
lieved of the .drouths which has been been some fairly heavy transfers of
this season of the
almost continuous the last six months. territory wool-fobidding
for the 1910 clip
The',
year.
of
was
done
lost sight
The damage
iu comparison with the great bene- is growing in activity and sales are
fits wrought by the unusual down reported from" Well known territory
r
to twenty-fou- r
pour. During the last sixty days, centers of twenty-fouthousands of miners have been idle j and a half for the undipped product
as the result of shutting down the
mines on account of no water supply. DEADLY GAS
4; v
The mines will now resume. The enEXPLOSION AT TOPEKA.
tire Schuylkill and Wyoming valleys
Tupeka, Kans., Dec. 14. Six men
were soaked.
were reriously injured iu an exploi
Cold Wave Strkes Texas.
sion of natural gas in a fire cistern
San Antonio, Texas. Dec. 14. Re- here this morning.
Frank Snyder,
ports from all sections of southwest street commissioner, probably is faTexas and the sulf coast country show tally burned. The men, were cleanthat last night and today, the coldest ing out the cistern.' One struck a
weather in years was experienced. match to light a cigar and the exeHavy frost fell almost everywhere plosion followed. The gas came from
a broken main.
and small vegetation was killed .
1

r
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THE

WE HAVE THEM
Champaign
Cheese
Cheese Sticks

Perfetto

Cloves Leaf

Vanilla

Festions
Nabisco

and

ROUND

flJIILy

iMOiln-rhood-

,

.

.

.

SatilleJ

-

Sartoga

All cold and quiet

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903.

SEUI11 BROS.

j

I

weeping

K.arin to Cascarets have done wonders tor

GDMPANY.

am entirely cured and feel like a new
George Kryuer, Napoleon, O.
Thou must return, who hast not known man.
life's morn."
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent, Taste Good.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WITH

'

Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
I0c,25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to

To have hut empty arms that night
and day
With yearning for ihe haby ache and
ache:
The dear, dead ohild that once within
them lay,
Meld close against a heart that seemed
lo break.

wimm j

i

DON'T DELAY

'"

cure or your money back.

i

Bfginfyour Christmas Shopping Now. We
have
large and varied rssor'ment on
hand in our different departments for you
to select from and the prices are right.

ur too

i

X
Denver, Colo., Dee. 14.
Weather forecast for New X
dear wvo, hand, denied hy death
Mexico: Fair weather tonight. X
the power
Wednesday fair and colder in
To touch the mother, hungering for
X
southeast portion.
its clasp:
Her onlv gift to it that one white
sesved
Annual sale and luncheon
nower,
Still in the grave held close within its for only 15 cents at St. John s M. E.
church this afternoon,
grasp.
Granted The
License
Marriage
1
O tiny feet, that never to and iro
probate clerk has granted a marriage
I' pon the highways of the world will license to Henry C. Montoya aged
35, and Josefita Martinez, aged 22.
tread;
That never any weariness will know:
Aonlication for Divorce Mrs. Pie- Saved from all toil and struggling dead.
vorce in the district court for Albu- querque yesterday on tne grouna 01
O sweet, closed eyes, that never look-- j
ed on life;
S. W. Sanders,
Death of
Dear, downy head, that never nestled twice sheriff of Sierra county, a pio--I
warm
and business man and
I '
wherein the Ditter fleer prospector died at Hillsboro. A
I. pun a breast
leading Democrat,
strife
son and daughter survive him
Until
Of love and death contended.
Kitty Clover tried to make Shrimps
worn.
believe she didn't like a "Spooney
fellow" but "nobody knows how a
Conquered by grief, the mother gave
thing is going to end until you try."
again
Elko opera house Dec. 17th and 18th.
The little soul back to the wide fn-- !
Plaintiff Given Damages In the disknown,
trict
court at Albuquerque in the case
Called from infinity by love and pain, of the Rio Grande
Company vs. The
Still to its vastness faring forth alone Western Meat
Company for $2,500
damages, the plaintiff was allowed
Only a soft brown lock of hair is left $525 damages.
Folded away. Of all the hopes that
$25,000 Fire at Elida The Kemp
heat
Lumber
Company's yard and hardware
High in the mother's heart, naught
stock at Elida, Roosevelt county, were
now is left
But that soft hair, and memories sad destroyed by Are on Sunday night,
casing a loss of $25,000. The insurance
and sweet.
is about $15,000.
Oratorical Contest at Deming The
Yet peace, poor mother, for the child
oratorical contest at Deming was won
that died
Is safe from all the sorrows known by Murl McMains, his subject being
Miss
"The Magic of Determination."
to earth;
From sin and suffering she is set Mabel Myre won second place with
"Woman's True Sphere."
aside,
Aid
The dear, dead baby, lost to you at
Meeting
Society
Special
There will be a special meeting of
birth.
the Woman's Aid Society of the
And not in vain will her dear
byterian church tomorrow at 1:30
p. m. at the residence of Mrs. F. E.
have passed
From life to death, across the bridge Nuding, Lincoln avenue.
Change of Pictures Tonight at Elks
of birth,
,
)
Theater
will
her
Program: 'Last Days of
lesson
the
by
taught
Always
Pompeii," "Dr. Nicola," "The Spy, or
, last,
The love of her shine through the Betraying His Country". Remember,
only one show tonight 7:30 to 8:30.
mists of earth.
So come early and see the entire
show.
Receiver for Furniture Company
Fair Weather Tomorrow
The
Judge Ira A. Abbott at Albuquerque. weather bureau
fair weather
predicts
J.
William
Chief
Justice
for
sitting
for tonight and tomorrow. Yesterday
Mills, has directed Benjamin Sher- the maximum temperature was 38 derod, trustee, to appoint a receiver for
1G
degrees.
the W. L. Johnson Furniture Company grees and the minimum
The relative humidity was C4 per cent
at Raton.
at C n. m:, last evening.
Collected Dog Taxes Within the
Finished Examination of Cattle
past two weeks, Albuquerque has col-- ! Dr. T. A. McCarthy and Territorial
lected taxes on 135 dogs. Here is a
E. E. Van Horn have comhint to Santa Fe to replenish its Inspector
the examination of local dairy
pleted
meager municipal treasury for to the
eems that herds, having found all cows inspectordinary observer it
ed to be in a
state. The
there are at least a thousand dogs in dairies were all healthy as
being well
reported
Santa Ft who have escaped taxation.
and in very good sanitary conkept
Shriners Elect Officers Ballut dition.
Abyad Temple of the Mystic Shrine at
Bought Lot on Washington Avenue
Albuquerque, which has 547 members
V. R. Smythe has bought of Dr.
in all parts of the territory has elected J. A. Rolls,
real estate
through
ilthe following officers: B. A. Allen,
agents, Mayes and Bean, a lot on
lustrious potentate; C. O. Cushman, Washington avenue. Mr. Smythe will
chief rabban; Paul Teutsch, assistant shortly commence the building of a
rabban; C. N. Blackwell, high priest modern residence.
The lot adjoins
and phophet; George Tietzel, oriental the property of Thomas P. Gable,
guide; A. J. Malloy, treasurer; Harry
game warden.
Bullard, recorded; Harry Bullard, W.
W. Strong and John J. Kelly, repre'rvnf.1ni!d on Pastn Eight. )
sentatives to the council at New
O

Ainter Grocery Co.
toutheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
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WAFERS
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"I have suffered with piles for thirty- !sixvears. One vear airo last April I be- In
to know . the pangs gan taking Cascarets for constiuation.ones
Sad
the course of a week I noticed the
ct l,lrth'
began to disappear and at the end of six
.iinv
Weelcs they uia not trouble lue at au
.im iuiih iiuii nirme

j
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SAD MOTHERHOOD.

Phillapena

WAFERS

A

No. 40

Telephone

OUR AIM IS
To please our customers anu you can find

something for every member of the family
if you will visit our store.

j

CALL AJJD SEE IFOR YOURSELF

j

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

A

j

HALF CENTURY

IFOR

non-suppo-

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS
IN

j

THE CITY.

T-

'8

j

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER

S. Spitz

OUR OUARAfN

j

i

&

&

FURRIER

Every DescrinMnn of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road
19

General
Merchandise

FRANK F GORMLEY

Phono Black

We guarantee a saving of one-thiin fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft' coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning

rH'irywpT

v

'

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

SANTA FE. N. M.

hb

1.

j

JEWELER

I

i

rd

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform hept
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee

'

every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long

as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that, fhp s.tov.e,, b"
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a goo"1 flue.

j

WHOLESALE

oal

Eril

RETAIL

AIN D

fl

RATON

Screened

Lump

Yankee;

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and KtudliDg,
MONTFZUM A AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. K. liepot.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone 85

lal lea

TRY OUR
Grouna

!

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Salt and Seeds

DIAMONDS

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

YONTZ

aB Qm

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

o!8H!r,T
Right

MEXICAN FILIGREE

hi

jWcLKT
-

4

Rlght Servioe

y8S

Tested and

Fllted by Up-tDate Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

i 345 San Francisco St.
Z00K HAS

I

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
DIRECTED
BY THE

SANTA FE, N. M.

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

TftlirW COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic andJPreparatory Courses

Dt.aitrif nts

form Separate

Send for Prospectus

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Studies resumed September 1st.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

BROTHER HERMES. President

Take ht XA TIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
Druggists refund money if It fails to cure
K W. GROVE'S
signature la on each
Box. 25c.

How's This?
We offer one hundred dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,

Grain, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

i

0'

HARDWARE CO.

terf-ritori-

International Stock Food
Flonr, Hay,

j

ood-Da- vi

Phone
No 14

HOTEL ACACIA

O.

780

We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c.
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

r

W

6th M. S,W Cor. 6th.

Xiea

JS

& Hope

Sis.

Undertaker and Embalmer

s
ng-ele-

California.

rt

PI
class fa in 11 v itn
tel EUROPEAN PLAN
100 rooms, 25
private
Itnt.lio
All
.j..
&s&?$ rooms, best ventilateri
fi'tl house In the city; two
If
bloek Uom Post ' ffle
i'l'ii
very heart of cttv
se.Ilii! it''
unexcelled
for comfort
eltti9
WuSils and eon v e n e n - a
Pro,,1P "Mention and
aK8
.
'iSS cleanlineHs
la
motto: hot and cold
water
and
running
steam heat.
RATES 75e clay special terms by month
Walilngvn &t, tar direct to door.
M. I UAKRY. Prop.

fit'lM

'

J. D. MULLIGAN

T7TTRTT70 AT C Given Careful

Personal Attention

1

RESIDENOF!

NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

ocn ICQ

OFFIOB
PHONE

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

ten ion
1JV

AND. SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

We DELIVtR

r
..

-

-

-

'.

,!

:

in
III

lfrrices count

If Experience Counts for anything in preparing Prescriptions

f

e

ought to have your Business

Quality Counts for anything.
Thelargument is again in our favor.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
213.

"The Quality Drugist

hirst

Phone
213.

We
--

for anything

,

can interest you in either large or small quantity.

4

Our

list of customers is rapidly
We

growing this year

will appreciate your name among them.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

14,

1909.
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. all op- - this iin
Congress, one May day in
Dunn? the six years from
was
when ism i,, lfin; alxH't ;:f(0.(nn acres of
position
quickly melted
New Mexico Military Institute
able fur forestry were acqnir- Representative Grosvernor of Ohio, land
Arbitration Agreement of Telearaph announeed: "This is one of the labor eil in Prussia, although a part of this
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
bins. All of the labor organizations was a! read v wooded. All possible as- - 1
ers and Illinois Central Stride
"Th Wet Point o tht Southwtrt.'
-in
the
are
I'nited
Toward Peace.
States
throughout
wT,r.sistant is also given to communes and
Armv officer Detailed by War Deprimenl
favor of its passage, and their com- private owners in
work, and 1
Chicago, Dec. 14. The arbitration
planting
Inspi-t-K.RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Annv
now
are
the
here
mittees
for
waiting
in V.eis. Snu.iHin was appropriated for
0f differences
between telegraphers
"A."
atl,i ,ile Illinois Central has revealed passage of the bill. And the rights 1liis purpose. Baden endeavors to en-- j
neaee on earth, good will toward of labor organizations are not only couraat' forest planting liy providing
rtirouph Academic rotirH. preparing young
- on Uncle Sam's Christmas observed, by the bill. but it meets thai ail
for coilfge or for tniirie!is life.
men
Iwnprivate waste lands, pastures,
tree jn a verv substantial advance- - their approval and they urge prompt fit Ills Mint HnUtmiu ikpi7ifi.il ui!li lim.
anioiuit of open air work. Ilealthlew location
hold in mv hand a ,
the abolishment of action upon it.
nient toward
of any Milllnry School In the Cnkm. Located
net. remain free from taxation for a
statement
Erd-maby the leading or- signed
the
under
strikes by procedure
u ttiH bMdutidil
the garOen
'f
from
the
beginI'V'
''en.y y,ars ot
act. The Order of Railroad ders, and it is approved bv the Railof 3.700
of the West at an
fim
th"
",
v'ar
pot
i
lm,1
wav
Conductors, by the Hmt herhoo
Telegraphers was among the labor or- of Locomotive
but
everv
no
iJenniark
tixed
tiushltif
sea
levei.
above
day,
appropriation
fet
the'.ls
bv
Firemen.
ganizations which secured the enactfor l'flinng waste lands, but
sn-,"a'i"
or
rain
eioti.
Ittip
during
Brotherhood
of
Locomotive
.npin- 111
ment of the law in 1S9S. and notwithI
"
wenty-- ve years over
Elf ven Officers and itisiriicto', all graduers. by the Brotherhood of Railwav
(
standing a vote of members to strike,
haV('
and
,,,'t'n
I'uixIkis.h!.
:,m"s
RailOrder
the
and
of
ate? from
iai dard eaieru colleges. Ten
by
promptly and unhesuatingly acquies- wav
the annual cost for planting
j recently
furuHhed. heated. Sighted
Telegraphers."
to
throughlv
of
in
bul!ditig.
the railway
the proposal
ced
The asertions as to the origin and hils amounted to over $ir..oou. Tree
It' all respects.
and
modern
submit the dispute to arbitration in
I'lau'ms on the dunes alon- - the cost
RKOENTS E. A. Gaboon, Hrwtdeni; W
the way that they and other railroad support of the bill were equally as ot
for the purpose of protec-Senatand
the
in
positive
unchallenged
brotherhoods proposed in the presenHamilt.o.1. Vice President: J. Hhen Whlt,
li,
1,(1111 driftiii'j sand is
Senator Spooner of Wiscoucontinuously
; W. M. Attnnsou
tation of the bill nearly twelve years
Treasure.-ecrelary. atid W
sin said : "The men who have been KM11 on. In addition to the work
ago.
A
Kllyan
the passage of this bill are which the state js doing, annual grants
"A strike is barbaric because the promoting
For particulars and lllii"iraied catalogue
are
to the Danish Heath
made
the
of
X. M.
the
representatives
outcome depends upon which side Is
address.
Mr.
.Vtlutr ,ciety, the special object of which is to
Any person who desires to protest
organizations,
the stronger," the telegraphers' comW. W!LLOK,
COL.
against the allowance of said proof, mittee says, a sentiment that prom- Mr. Clark, Mr. Morrissey and others. encourage tree planting in Jutland,
all men of ability."
Suerlntndn
the
work
or who knows of any substantial rea- ises much to
shown
is
pays
by the
jThai
the public in the future
The amendments offered by th fact that during the last ten years the
son under the laws and regulations of
in amicable settlements of differences Senate to the
House provided
that average annual profit from all state
the interior department why such There is
nothing under the Erdiuan
to forest lands has been
proof should not be allowed will be law which requires any employe tJ "no employe shall be compelled
nearly $1 oo.uuo.
render
his
service
without
Other European countries are
personal
given an opportunity at the above work at
nothwages,
unsatisfactory
not member? slant K- doing similar planting work,
mentioned time and place to cross
either upon the rail- of labor that employes
take ad- - Switzerland, for example, creates
examine the witnesses of said claim ing compulsory
might
organizations
e
but it affords a judicial hearing
way,
of
the
in
to
law:
arbitration
that
rebuttal
offer
evidence
ant, and
tection
forests
wherever
disbv
of
a
the
decision
of
merits
possible
and
of that submitted by claimant.
...JU1.V...U..O u.
planting, and whenever forests are
pute. The chairman of tue Interstate es should issue to enforce the
These celebrated Hot Springu are , the richest alkalin Hot Sprlngg In th
:
MANUEL R. OTERO,
jndg-.f,nv,.rted into farming and pasture located in tta. midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of tbee water.
Commerce Commission and the Uninient of the arbitration court.
Register. ted States Commissioner
lands an
tested by tb
been thoroughly
area may be ordered re- of Labor
miles west hag
One
the strange thing in the forested equal
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
U......I.-t U'r.iir. .F nussw
The
to ,n th.
miraclllons
attested
irv.i
come called in as mediators as liict,.,.,. of,.f
Clireg
have
6..iu muimi ui
vil 1111.7 ia
If you want anytnmg on earth vj the act
l.., in: .l,,.f
mill ill ....:.
Rheu-Fe- ,
ojiili;sums annuallv f Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa fo,,owjng (jigpases;
If mediation fails, inoii.i
paralysis,
i(.visi
spends
provides.
large
efot tne earnest ana determined
a New Mexican want "ad.''
Bar-in planting.
from
miles
twelve
Malaria,
HolBright'
little.
and
these officials, with a third if neces-- ! forts to secure its enactment,
about
and
niatism,
Neuralgia.
Belgium
it was
land are also active in making their anco Station, on the Denver and Kie Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
sary. will act as arbitrators and if the not
to for nearly ten years.
appealed
railroad and the employes submit the And
waste lands productive through for- Grande Railroad, Irom which point a and Mercurial Affections. Scrofula,
th'ti it was not made use of by est
case to an arbitration board, with preplanting.
daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Coineither of the sides dlrectlv interest
hathscribed stipulations in writing, then
Hutting every acre of land to its The temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and
but. by an outsider.
That was
are
be entered as a ed,
$15 per week; $50
the
122 degres.
The
to
$2.50
90
from
may
gases
findings
per
or
ing
Lessoas
day;
Glass
Is
the
idea
about
,lse
when President Roosevelt
which the
Iidiyilual
directetl
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per mouth.
Stage meete Denver
judgment in the federal circuit in his
secretary of commerce and labor whole policy of the conservation of na-tIN GRAMMAR
which the dispute arose.
.he entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
and
delightful
very
tional
resources
dry
a
offer his services as
revolves, and in the
mediator to
This resort is attracU now a commod-Iou- b upon request.
RAYMOND HAACKE But the discharge of men by a rail--or.' settle the differences between the future the planting up of waste tracts year round. There convenience
in tive at all seasons and is open all
of
hotel
for
if dissatisfied with the result
the
road
.
in
em-the
Southern
United
railroads and their
States is sure to be
Care New Mexican
the striking by employes is specific-- '
lied on extensively by private owners valids and tourists. People suffeing winter. Passengers for 9Ojo Callenta
a. m. and
to
seems
be
NOTARY PUBLTC
There
ally forbidden.
The only other time the law-- has as well as in the national forests and from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at
E
p.
Caliente
at
m., th
no prospect of compulsory arbitration been invoked was in
not
are
reach
accepted.
Ojo
diseases,
contagious
Chicago last, on slate lands.
of labor disputes and the telegraph-- J spring when there was a threatened
'''bene waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particular
ers' action indicates that none is traction strike. The commissioner of is MISSING
of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:
4
HUSBAND
likely to be needed notwithstanding commerce and labor offered his serv
IN ALBUQUERQUE?
STILL
the refusal of the Switchmen's Union ices as a mediator in this difficulty '
&
of North America to abide by media-- I and it was largely through his efforts
0 )
a Domestic Tragedy, PresumTaos. Coonty N M
tion, which they have explained on that a disastrous strike was prevent- Echo of
No
140
Red
Telephone
ably Only One of Many in
the ground that they "would surreu-- ed. But he had no
authority under
United States.
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
der the right to strike." Mayor D. the Erdman act, or any other law, to
W. Lawlor as attorney for the Switeh- - interfere, as the
Chicago traction comThe following pathetic appeal has
men's Union, has contended that de panies are not common carriers dobeen
received by the New Mexican
&
from
be
D M.
award
final
of
might
lays
ing business in two or more states.
one to two years and that the act prothrough Governor Curry, from
Builders and Contractors
of
Ontario street, Chicago. HI.:
vides to prevent demoralization
HOW EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
"I trust you will pardon me, but I
traffic, "that pending the arbitration
PLANS & ESTIMATES
RECLAIM WASTE LANDS.
to the.
status
the
immediately
prior
jdo want to try and lind my husband.
--,
He got into some
trouble
some
dispute shall not be changed." Heads
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY! of other brotherhoods take the view Forest Covers for Land Dunes and for months ago and if the poor, foolish
man had only told me and his friends
Barrens That Cannot Be Used
that if the final award was favorable
TO
we could have helpod him and
for Any Other Purposes.
to the men the increase of pay would
he
'
could have lived it down. But he told
oe due in addition to all they had re- Ornamental Doors
"We can't' Europe is conquering the waste land me he was going away on business
ceived in the meantime.
lose-anand lie went to Los Angeles, Califorwe will save the expense of problem by planting trees.
Every
a strike," they say, contradicting tht year thousands of acres of land are nia. We got. letters for a while. Then
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg
oy :viyor
i.awju. Mn reclaimed in this wav by thft he said he was going to Albuquerque,
jineory auvaiicen
that the men would be in the power ,eading countHes amj )Ut jn a condi. N. M., and we wrote him there, but
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
no answer. Xow will you kindly
of the railroads.
tion preparatory to a profitable timber got
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
The arbitration of the telegraphers' harvest in the
who ipui. vv ii?
"
nis eye win
years to come.
w Here
'"
"
'
l'"7
grievances was hastened by the imVot nnlv mn nrovincl fMfH
Payable Torougboat trie United States, Canada. Mexicc
will see it in your papers?
mediate effects
upon the Switchr areas which have been cut over have
nhnnio tilcxic
at.
ifov.n
and all Foreign Countries.
men's Union in the Twin Cities of been
up, but a number of the ,aw fnr1f,mi:
. "J ,
planted
,'th
mediation
to
abide
i
the
by
litrefusing
"luuni
air mi
REMITTANCES SENT BY
countries are also devoting their ener- - glins to
keep our hofhe Jt 8eemg yery
agreement entered into by President
& ua
'
"
nara t0 llve without you. We have
Hawley and the railway managers'
m waited
"URle ldIlutThis refusal seems to uuuto "IU
committee.
patiently for you and have
have been taken by the public as Iact- - on a land wlch is more valu- - watched in the night. I sometimes
disregard of its rights and 'UJ,C ,ur 'P'ouucmg umoer man ior think that your poor mother will not
are marie to perfection from our wanton
KtMnrt it Innir
,r o iiTiTlluHi. Otner PUrDOSeS.
Ci..ilV.manV
i.
foiici,
I .11 m K.i i" I
1
i . ..
Kananco
ha
nrtriic...
r iniice ,uas iueeu one 01 tne roremost tor you to come. May God direct
ucoaiuo
in
The
"uuuroV
weakene(1
consequence.
your
,ltey
TierfHct in every particular and ,mbiic seems to have reached the lim- - European countries in reforestation, stops and send you home to those
free from every imperfection nf it of patience with the union or em- - especially in the mountains, where who love you with all your faults,
kaots, cracks and WarpingS. ployer which adopts the strike tactics planting has been a powerful factor in Write, and best of all do come home
controlling torrents and regulating to two loving hearts that, are
Every foot of it is thorounly which Mayor Lawlor has defended.
dried and shrunk, sol When the Erdman act came up in stream flow. The state each year buys im? and waiting for you to return at
uncultivated lands in the mountain our dear home you left that dreadful
itOA.n hi ah;nlnrolv rollPfl 11 rtrtn
regions, and up to January, 1907, it night in February. Do come home.
and
bu
Iriers.
rs
und
by carpent
bad acquired f03,000 acres in this way. Your brother in the east has been
archi-twtITO-NIGH1
ke
T
all sensible, w
Communes, associations, and private very sick. Do come home!"
hereabouts particularly
"Xow, dear sir, will you kincTv help
individuals are also assisted in refor- mention our Lumber in tneir
estation work by grants of money, a id us in locating my husband and you
will have our prayers, the prayers of
specifications.
by supplies of plants and seeds. Al
In
a kind old mother and a heartbroken
of
in
1
together 249,000 acres have been plant- wife.
nr ed
husband's
m
a
met
My
brother
n
this
public assistance. man in
through
Buffalo. New York, that told
'"
i
Complete exemption from taxation for him
that my husband was in Mexico.
a long period of years is granted in
Now I don't know if it is New Mexico
RIGHT.
the case of plantations made on the.
or Old Mexico, but with your aid and
re-A
i
of
mountains.
tops and slopes
the aid of our good Lord we may find
s
duction of
for all land
him, I hope. I trust you will
us
'
planted or sown, whatever its situa- as I have to work so hard to help our
Gasyir Jlveim
OF
keep
tion, is also made.
home and have no mnnpv nnlv what
One of the most striking examples
j can earn and j find it hard to do;
of the results of planting waste lands much toward
finding him.
is furnished by the reforestation of the
you for anything you can
"Thanking
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
"Karst" in Austria. The Karst was a do to help me, I am very grateful.
stretch of barren limestone lands com- Kindly do not put my full name in
OUR MOTTO: To have the Best of Everything In Our Line
prising some 600,000 acres in the hilly the paper, only, Wife A. R. M., and
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
country along the Austrian shores of Mother L. M., Austin Station."
the Adriatic sea. For centuries it had
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
furnished the ship timber and other COURT AWARDS $2,000
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
FOR BLAST OF WHISTLE.
wood supplies of Venice, but excessive
with
cutting,
together
burning
and Electrical
Engineering and in Household Ecoand pasturing, had left it a waste al- Engine Inspector Given $6,000 Dam-age- s
most beyond recovery. In 18C5, the
for Permanent Injury to
nomics. Also short courses' in Practical Mechanics and AgricuN
'
His Right Ear.
government began to" offer help to land
San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 14. The
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
owners who would undertake forest
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
fourth
court
civil
of
in
this
appeals
planting there, Taxes were remitted
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for periods of years, technical advice city awarded to J. T. Grant, an enSANTA FE, N. M.
527 San Franeieeo St
was given, and plant material as well gine inspector of the Southern Pacific
for self support.
y
damages to the amount of $6,000 for
as money were supplied.
right
At 'present over 400,000 acres, or the permanent injury of his
For Catalogue and further information, address the President"
s
of the Garst are under for ear. Grant, it appears was inspecting an engine of the company and
est, partly as a result of planting, at a had
his head close to the whistle
cost of eight or ten dollars an acre,
when an employe in the cab set off
N.
Mex.
Agricultural College,
and partly as a result of protection three
blasts at a pressure of 190
which made natural recuperation posof steam. He alleges that the
pounds
sible. In 1884, Austria also passed a
vibration caused, smashed his earto
torrents.
reforestation law
control
drum.
The award was originally
This law carries an annual appropria- made in
of the finest
a lower court, but was aption of $100,000, and extensive plant- pealed
by the defendant.
ing work has been successfully carried
out under It.
"ALL OP THE VERY.
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
Mrs. S. Joyce, Claremont, N, II.,
Germany as a whole does not have writes: "About a year ago I bough I
AND NET.7uST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
LATEST
&
so much waste land which it is neces- two bottles of
Foley's Kidney Reme
to plant. The Germans have been dy. It cured me of a severe case of
INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
sary
Phone Red 13y
310 San Francisco St.
practicing forestry for so long a time kidney trouble of several years standthat the greater part of the available ing. It certainly ls a grand, good
Siaile Rip &
CO- .
land is already covered with forests. medicine, and I heartily recommend
Some work, however, is done along it" Sold by all druggists.

Notice for Publication.
Small Holding Claim No. ISO,".
Serial 01050. Not Coal Laud.
J
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 13, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that the fol-lowing named claimant has filed no- tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
::, iv.tl (20 Stats., 84), as amended
by the act of February 21. 1S::J (
Stat?., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Register or Receiver
V. S. laud office, Santa Fe. N. M., on
December 22, 190'J, viz. Pedro Padilhi
of Orrillos, X. M., for tne small holding claim No. 1895, Sees. 9 and 16, T.
M. P. M.
K. X., R. S E., of the
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
Yartin Baca, Jesus M. Romero. Jose
Padilla and Cosine Baca, all of Ciene-ga- ,

ERDM AN ACT LOOMS BIG
AS STRIKE PREVENTIVE,
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Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
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Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
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CHAS. CLOSSON

three-fourth-
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AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

A. F.

SPIEGELBERG,

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.
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two-third-

W. E.

Garrison,

ONLY

WILLIAMS & RISING
LIVERY

Sras,

T&gK"

Embroideries

SALE'

i White Goods

HACK LINE
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ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGEShi a P WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureVice-Preside-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
25
Daily per week by carrier
"5 Weekly, per year
DHily, per month, by carrier
Weekly, six months
.65
mail
Daily, per month, by
7.00
Weekly, per quarter
Dnlly, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
"THeNew Mexican is the oldsTTe" s paper in New Mexico. It
a large and growing
very postof- fi- in the Territory, and has
.
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SANTA FE MUST HAVE A SEWER
SYSTEM.
tax payers over ponder
Do Santa
bow far behind the times Santa Fe
really is and that the sneer of "The

n

Meuico.

"It is true that, so far as I know
no consideration was given or steps
taken to ascertain the wishes of the
territorial Republican committee with
reference to New Mexico appointments; but we as a pirty have greater and higher i;leals to strive for than
the 'fleshpots' of office. It is a matter
of very little moment who are appointed to office, provided they ere
men possessing a reasonable degree
of breadth, patriotism, integrity and
ability, a sufficient identification with
New Mexico and its institutions to
devotion
command tbeir unselfish
towards its upbuilding, future greatness aud fulfillment of the aspirations
of our people to be admitted into the
union as a state.
"While I as chairman of the territorial committee or as a citizen had
no part in any manner in the selection of the recent appointments, yet
I am satisfied that in the appointment of Judge Mills as governor and
Justice Pope as chief justice the foregoing qualifications have been fully
complied with.
"The new governor should be given
the earnest, cooperation necessary to

a successful administration, bearing
constantly in mind that the goal of
our ambition 'statehood for New
Mexico' can be best obtained by the
absence of party strife and relegating
to obscurity all personal or political

ambitions.
"The question of selecting a governor of a territory at best is a difficult task. Knowing Mr. Luna as I
do I am confident that he advised in
accordance with the dictates of his
best judgment and I have no doubt,
the President did in good faith what
he believed to be for the best interests of his administration. The Republican party at this critical period
should not encourage strife of any
kind or character. Let''th& concen
trated thought, ability and energy of
every loyal Republican, from this day
on, be directed towards securing the
passage of the statehood bill.
"Write your friends in the east,
Write members of Congress. Writt
persons of influence who have friends
in Congress urging its passage. Speak
well of your neighbor, your Territory, its people and its government;
be a patriot, don't be a knocker unless you knock at the door of statehood far admission."
In practically every daily newspa-ie- r
yesterday afternoon, throughout,
the United States, the part. of the report of the Secretary of Commerce
and Labor on the nefariousness of
the white slave traffic was featured.
It is well that this is so,,' for it will
hip to arouse public conscience to
move in the direction of the suppression of the traffic and everything
that goes with it. The Cay is not far
distant when the man who helps to
support it will be ostracized and detested and when there will be no
longer two standards of morality.
The Fort Sumner Index is a new paper in the dual community of Fort
Sumner and Sunnyside, which already
enjoyed the benefit of two good newspapers, h. D. Tieckwith is the 'proprietor. He will have a hard hill to
climb to make the paper successful
financially but it. is bound to help the
community for every newspaper can
not hel: doing that whether It is
supported by the community or not.

CANNOT COME
ABOVE.

REMEDY

The Albuquerque Citizen-Tribun- e
very much from the new governor. It asks' him to equalize assessment values and to reduce taxes as if
these were things entrusted by the
law to the chief executive. The governor can do no more than recommend,
or push county assessors to do their
duty5. When the board of equalization
met recently, it found itself powerless
to remedy some of the most glaring
inequalities for lack of statutory remedies or power. Several of the Democratic counties had even neglected to
send in their assessment rolls in time
for the meting, but the board could not
punish these Democratic officials. At
every turn, the chief executive and
the board of equalization and the district attorneys found themselves bound
y enactments as rigid as the laws of
the Medes and Persians. The remedy
is up to the people; it. is they who
make the returns, wno elect me assessors and boards of county commission- is in each county, the legislators, who
must provide the remedy. Democrat
is smeared with the same paint as Re
publican in that respect and there are
just as glaring inequalities in uemocratic as there are in Republican
counties. The fact remains that the
iverage citizen, good or bad, wants to
pay as little taxes as possible although
quite willing that his neighbor should
pay up to the limit, as long as tne
payment, of taxes is looked upon by
the property owner as a grievous burden to be avoided if possible, rather
than a patriotic duty, that long there
will be attempts to swear off assessment and avoid payment of taxes,
whether it is in rich New York or in
poor New Mexico. It is true that Governor Curry and Traveling Auditor
Charles V. Safford have done much to
bring about greater equality and have
by dint of agitation, by personal inves- tigation, persuaded or even shamed
county officials into doing their duty,
but that has been the limit of their
powers. The tax commission which is
to meet tomorrow, can do no more
than investigate, report and recom-- ;
and it remains for more string-- !
ent legislation, and for the day when
the people will elect county officials
who will do their full duty, before
there can be enforced any remedy for
unsatisfactory conditions.

,
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j

is dominant,

for New

Mex- -

wants statehood as a matter of
abstract justice. But the practical
side is emphasized by a subscriber
at Elkins, New Mexico. He writes:
ico
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H. VA'JGHI, Cashier.
B. READ,
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E. C. ABBOTT,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and caret).
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

1

The Oldest Danking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
Capital Stock,
$150,000
Undivided
and
Profits, 75,000
Surplus
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on ali kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all mirkets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money ;transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six mcnths or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock a Hd products.
I he bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes tor rest. The patronage of the
. public is respecfutly solicited.

CATRON & CATRON,

Attorneys and
Santa Fe

THE

PALACE HOTEL

-

New Mexico

-

G. VOLNEY HOWARD,

REN EH AN & DAVIES.
A. B. Renehan,
P. Oavles,

t.

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Supreme and

Dis-

trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa F
New Mexico
.

Practlc In the District Courts a
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
. New Mexico
Las Cruces
'

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the Supreme and

W LUAM V AUGJITL P R 0 P .

of the Best Hotels

One

Cuisine and
Table Service

in

the West

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-Law-

merctal Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

-

Socorro

Lrtrge Sample
Room for Com

Unexcelled

Dis-

trict Courts of the Territory. Office:

1

WASHINGTON AVENUE

.

Mining and Land Law.
.
. New Mexico
-

Taos

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
G. Northcutt,
C. J. Roberts,

Jesse

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad, Colorado.
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsel
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE

HOTEL

w.

BARBER,

Attorney and Counsel
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
Nev Mexico

J. E. LACOME,
Proprietor

EDWARD C. WALE,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Offices.

Las Cruces

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAPE

Lighted. Every Room
a Good One,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexico

IN CONNECTION f

W. A. FLEMING

JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
L Cruces
New Mexloi
Eastern and local bank references.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

H. CI

CORONADO hotel

The

j

OPEN Day

&

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon .ents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
Texico
New Mexico

...

Prop,
Santa Pe New Mexico- -

Nijrht

R. W. WITTMAN.

Flrst llass

ni

Draftsman.
Copies furnished of records on file
Up To Date

TtaoiMj

Surveyor General's Office.
,
New Mexico.
Santa, Fe,

U. S.

HOTEL MODERN

,

n

CORNER

'Hot and fold Water (Spacious Sample'

Booms

For Commercial Travelers

In Every Room

NEEL & COOPER,
Geo.'M. Neel.
Robt. L. Cooper.
'

DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET

"Graduate Irrigation Engineers,
Surveys, plans, .maps,
estimates,
construction, water supply' and, duly.
Office:
Side of Plaza. Santa Fe.

Steam Heat
Electric Light,
Modern Baths.

A Policeman's
Testimony,
J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, Iowa;, writes: "Last winter
I had a bad cold on my lungs and
tried at least half a dozen advertise-e- d
cough medicines, and had treatment from, two physicians without
getting any benefit. A friend recommended Foley's Honey and Tar and
of. a bottle .cured me. ; I
consider it the 'greatest cough and
lung medicine in tie world." Sold by
'
.;
all druggists.
;

,

I

UTNAM,

Court Commissioner and

U. S.

DTirst Class 25st.vLxa.aa.t in. Cc:ciectIc:rL
and- up
G. LUPB HERRERA

RATES 50c

New MpxIco

.

C. W. G. WARD,

PRESS THE BUTTON WK PO THK RF8T,
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Terrl-aeemen-

-

Attorneys-at-Law-

hua-Mexic- o

10

.

Catron Block.

Attorney and Counseler at Law
Practices in all courts of Territory
Speaks Spanish.
'Phone 192 Black.
Rooms 18 and 10, '' '
Laiighlin Block
,V
Santa Fe, N. M.

j

(

Counsellors-at-Law-

Office:

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

flim-fla"I have been in New Mexico only a
short time and I do not know whether
The prohibition campaign is not a
New Mexico really wants statehood
vighteou?-i- n
or not, but I do know, that back east manifestation of public
my state of Ohio, that as soon as ness peculiar to the United States.
New Mexico is admitted to statehood It is winning as great victories in
there are more than one hundred Germany, in Great Britain and in
thousand dollars in my neighborhood other countries. It is not mere local
alone that would be invested in New fanaticism but a world wide move- Mexico at once and I believe that ment. In Manitoba today, the peb- the state of Ohio would invest as pie are voting on the local op- much as a million dollars in New tion proposition in at least one
within twelve months after fdred communities and it is certain
the passage of the enabling act. that many of these will be added tp
e
Tnerefore, I believe, that every
dry column. The world has nev-zeof New Mexico should work for er seen so spectacular a fight 'as that
statehood, that the Territory should of prohibition, battling for every inch
pull together to secure the boon, of ground with the liquor element.
The more capital we have invested forced back in some localities, ad-i- n
our Territory, the lower will bs vancing in others, but each year
our tax rate. The people back east showing a tremendous gain with the
do not realize that we have good goal cf the total abolition of the traf- laws out here and think that state- - fic nearer every hour.
TTTTTTTTTTTTTmT?
hood is necessarv before there can
be any 'certainty and stability about
It will be interesting to those who
the laws and therefore hesitate to in- - do not believe in the climatic cure for
vest until statehood is granted."
consumption, that the experts summoned to consult upon the illness of
son of the president of the Souththe
The Las Cruces Citizen nominates ern Pacific
railroad, came tp the
Nicholas Galles of Las Cruces for the same conclusion
as the experts who
U. S. Senate. That is entering the
examined the second son of the Duke
arena many months ahead of time, and Duchess of Marlborough,
that
but gives the friends of Mr. Galles a quick removal to. an arid climate in
chance to rally around him and at his a high altitude was the only hope
expense to drink to his health real of saving or prolonging life. There
hearty and often. No douM, Las is no doubt that many lives could be i
Cruces will present other candidates saVed if physicians would not put off
in good time for the New Mexican re- - lintil the very last, a sort of last
calls the names of at least half a dozen hope, 'the advice to seek an arid cli
men in the City of Crosses, both old mate at a high altitude.
,
'
timers and very recent newcomers, .
X China has
who
or
Mexico
New
in
not
the
refuse
toga,
would
who
passed
would even swipe it when no one was railroad construction. A few years
'
'
ago, this Territory had more miles o
looking.
railroads than the Celestial kingdom
'.
Enid, Oklahoma, today votes on the Today China has 3740 miles of raili;.
milesi
commission., form of government.- roads '.in full operation? frOd
miles
with
construction
muni3,000
under
hundred
like
three
Something
cipalities have already adopted that- more planned for immediate bufldrt.
modern form of city and town man- ing. Railroad building in this
In good time, every muni- - tory the past few years has not bet.)
cipality will fall in line, the more pro- very brisk but a revival is bound U
come and then tnis commonweaun
and
and
the
at
slow,
first
gressive
dead and corrupt ones at the la3t.
may catch up to China again.
'"

EASLEY,

Land and Mining business a specialty.
.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

GAME.

citi-";th-
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CHARLES

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law- .
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THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

two-third-

CHRISTMAS

j

!

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- -

Assistant Cashier.

OF SANTA

The Albuquerque Morning Journal
in
attacking leading Republicans
should at least be consistent. On Sunday it gave its readers to understand
editorially that Hon. Solomon Luna is
a ruthless dictator who makes and unmakes governors and lesser officials,
who had a chief executive appointed
tor the Territory without consulting
tlie oiner Republicans and the rest of
tne pe0pie. On Monday, it reverses
itsel and ararnis positively that it was
not Ml. j,una wn0 selected the chief
executive for the Territory, but that
the president had him picked long
fore Ml. n1Ila arrived at the national
capital and that Mr. Luna merely
SOUght to claim credit for something
f0r which no credit or blame, attached
to im. These two assertions are
reconcilable and simply prove that
these attacks are not inspired by mo- tive of justice or conducted with
ness, but with the idea of anything to
down a certain Republican leader,
However, there is some curiosity as to
the personality of the man or men
behind these attacks and what the
nature of the game with which they
the public.
seek to

There is a practical side to the
issue. Of course, that of
principle

FLIM-FLA-

nt

me first aiiona mm
FE.

twentieth century sanitation that is
ahead of anytnins that Santa Fe can
afford. Quite to the contrary, sewers
were a lost art, like the laces of Egypt.
The world is just beginning to rediscover it.
Rameses would be horrified if he
were to take a walk along the Santa Fe
river from city limit to city limit.
Solomon would hold his nose and Nebuchadnezzar would marvel at the degeneracy of the times. Graveyards
fatten, undertakers thrive, in towns
to
alive
not
the
are
that
common
decency of installing a
modern sewer system and unfortunately Santa Fe is moving
very slowly towards making itself the
real health resort, ir claims to be. but
Umt u caiinot be untU it has a sewer
system alld sul)1)reSses with vigor con- tagious and infectious disease in whatever form it may appear.
A

J.
J.

President

PALES,

3

U

in advance of Philadelphia in that
spect. Assyria, Babylonia, and Egypt
could have learned nothing from us.
The Mound Builders were infinitely
better off with regard to sewers than
the present city of New Orleans and if
Santa Fe were to go over to the cliff
.dwellings it might, learn something
about disposal of sewage. Relics of
ancient sewerage systems still in existence, show that the ancients had graduated from surface drainage such as
prevails at Santa Fe to the most scientific sewers systems that might be
models for this day. People are accustomed to thinking of sewerage as
something distinctly modern, a part of

FROM

J.

L. A. HUGHES,

re-

uNioNiiLAeE:t.r

HIGHER IDEALS THAN FLESHPOTS.
Chairman II. O. Hursuni of the Republican central committee of New
Mexico, writes the Albuquerque Journal from S.jcoito. in defense of National Committeeman. Solomon Luna
as follows:
'I have read with interest your editorial of December 12th. entitled: 'An
Absolute Monarchy' wherein Mr. Luna
is taken to task for his actions as
national committeeman and his ala
leged assumption of constituting
I
one-maregime.
Republican party
think your article does Mr. Luna an
injustice notwithstanding that upon
the surface a tendency towards such
conclusions might seem justifiable,
but the facts are that Mr. Luna was
requested by wire to go to Washing
ton for consultation with the President
with reference to New Mexico matters. It was but natural that this request should have been complied with
anJ no blame should, so far as 1 can
see, be attached to him for so doing.
Qu'te the contrary he should be commended for the interest shown in behalf of the welfare of the Territory.
"If any mistake was made in dealing solely with the national committeeman, it should be chargeable to
the President who is responsible for,
the method and policy pursued in determining the appointments for New

R.

really deserved? While
such youngsters as Tucunicari are
a complete sever system. San13.75 ta Fe still adheres to the barbarously
sew2.00 filthy outhouse disposition of its
outeven
the
sometimes
age, and
old
cover
the
not
city'r;
do
75 houses
filth and nakedness. Many centuries
before Christ, Jerusalem had a sys- is sent to torn of sewers far ahead of anything
circulation possessed by many cities even today
and certainly ahead of Santa Fes
methods. The ancient Romans were

Ancient"

Professional'' Cards
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San FraDcisco bt.

Proprietor

Santa Pe, N, M.
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H is an admitted acv mat real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results a. a
obtained by advertising in the New
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Mother Gray's Sweet'1 powders for:
Children, a Certain relief for Fever--lshnes-s,
Bad r Stomach,
Headache,
Teething,- piBerders, moye aiid regulate t;he" BowjBis jna destroy ; Worms.
They break up colds in 24 hours.:
They are so pleasant to the taste and
harmless as milk. Children like them.
Over 10,000 testimonials of cures.
They never fail. Sold by all druggists,
25c.
Asy today; I Don't accept any
-

substitute.
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BOY
THE 15 YEAR OLD
business

PERSONAL MENTION

man,
tea years, be a
it isyourduty to train i.im in
busiae&s methods, lo give him the benefit of your
oasiaess experience.
See thau he has a bank account while he iserow-n- g
up. Tnere is no other one thing thai will give
hi n a moe proper insight and conception of
business than havirg his own bai-- account.
ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

of today, will, ia
If you have a son,

l'alace.
John Garvin, of Ontonagon, Mich.,
is anmng the sightseers registered at
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DIRECTORS
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Assurance r Company

Denver Colorado.

:

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Manager for New Mcxicc.
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INSURANCE SURETY
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ESTATE
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WATSON & COMPANY
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1882

We represent the BEST of the "OLD
LINE." Companies; if you want the BEST
Insurance, let us write it for you.
R
((A to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate.
ipUiUUU Some fine propositions in fruit and
alfalfa ranches. By dealing with us, you
are assured of a ''Square Deal"
Plisae

11

1SS

XSssl

San. Francl;c

Santa

St.

X"e,

J. F. Miller, proprietor of Valley
Ranch, arrived yesterday afternoon
for suppliees.
He is a guest at the
Claire.
F. G. Moore of Denver, and O. L.
Tichenor of Chicago, are among the
traveling men registered at the
Claire.
R. S. Herbert.,' packing house representative from La's Vegas, is here on
one of his weekly visits, registered

The Goldberg
PHONK

203

208 WEST

BI,AOK

j

i
:

i

And Everything for

Fine Opportunity Fori

Xmas Se

t
AI--

HaTS
Ostrich

S"

I

ec tion

now

s

at very a

Plumes,

I

Mod

foylies, Cushion Tops. Fur Bands
for Hats.

Room

19

(INCORPORATED)
Catron Block, Sunta.-Fe-

Does a general AESTKACT

$20,000.00

.

to loan on Santa Fe Real Kstate
at low rate of interest : :

and Embroidery Materials.

MISS A. MOGLER.
Southeast Corner Plaza.
S33B

SKWlWiAJk.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

old Spanish Land
and historically situated'
on the Ptjeos Rivenooo feet above sea
level and surro'inded, by plne, ano
spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 18000 feet with sunshine every day
In the year such as no disease germ
can live in. The greatest health giving country in the world. 26 milts
ast of Santa Fe."
A famous

firant-beautifull-

"

Splendid trout fishing in Summer and all kinds, of hunting,

riding
-

'

sangrei Cox.brta.'ble.

Sound

$5.00

Trip

.

TENNIS

"'

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and'' arries at
TaoS at 7 p. in.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good convenient hack and
way.
'
good teams..- .
ETroir Tii.lK.g-- dcaae to Uaks Pas

FARE

:

and S12 00 per week
ddle Horsw, $1.50 per day or
$5.00 per week.

1MPEH nLLAUNDRY

rjntnn $10.03
S

For Best Laundry Work

Write today for Mlu trated pamph et
and all Information

Basket leaves Monday, Tuesday
Returns Thimdiy nd Friday.
AGENCY at O. K; Barber Shop

UulUU

J. F.

MILLER Mgr. Valley Ranch H. M.

:

F. O. BROWN,

'

1.5. HUE SCO

"Waldo.

.From

OF AMERICA

PhoDe No 23

Red

Agent.

i

Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted Police, is expected in Santa Fe
tonight from Lyden, Rio Arriba county.
C. D. Miller of the office of the territorial engineer left last evening for
Lincoln and Otero counties to take
stream measurements, especially on
the, Bonito. He will return Thursday
evening.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan returned home yesterday from
Silver City where he looked into
good roads matters. On his trip to
Three Rivers he also investigated irrigation and land matters.
Occupying a box at the Belasco
theater in Washington, D. C, on
last, Mrs. L.
Wednesday evening
Bradford Prince of New Mexico had
as her guests W. A. Fleming Jones of
Las Cruces, N.' M.; Mrs. Adee, Miss
Adee, and Paymaster Adee of the
Mayflower.
Mounted Policeman W". E. Dudley
returned last evening from Silverton,
Colorado, where he had taken a
young man, manager of the telephone
exchange at that place, to answer the

TIME

early if you would

hre

For the Baby

sff

pecial Xmas bargains In
Davenports, Leather Rocker, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets AxmiftterRuss. Mission Dicing kooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
i c;)of other Appropriate Articles.

Dolls, Toys, and doll accesscries,
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and
Furniture Sets.

The new Marathon racers, Toy

For the
Youngsters

wagons. Mechanical toys,
s
Books, English baby

Gift

Go-cart-

etc.

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur set,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

For the

drawn work, Handsome jewel

Young Lady

For the
Young Man
Pnr

MfltllPT1

FOr

FfltilPF

combs, Beautiful bed room slip-

pers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s
in oak or bras, Shaving
sets. Smokers sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.

og Camonas, Hand made work
basketg Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy chit a, Table linen etc.
P'Pes C'8ar humidors, Felt
pergf A yictor or Ej80n ph(jno
graph will amuse the whole family
I

THOUSANU OTHER VAU AKI.K AND
THINGS TO IBK I.Ef.'T FROM

W. N. T0WNSEND

&

THR RACKET STORE.

CO.

If you love delicious
Coffee, then for your
own sake try
j

Chase & Sanborn
'Seal

Brand Pare Coffee'

YOU'LL SAY ITS THE
DELIGHTFULL,
PACI
NAT1NG COFFEE YOU
EVER TASTED.
1st flavor Is so rich' Mellow
and Satisfying that you wonder why you bnve for so long
lieen satisfied with ordinary
In air tiirlit cans whiah proIts distinctive flavor, also
full line of 01IASE &

tect

SAN-BORN-

TEAS.
.

fesnVt'

wisely

We luve a splendid array of servicible things to
"pu k fioin. You can rind
many suggestions, a
lew of which are men lioned below.

A

IF YOU WANT TO GET
WHAT YOU WANT WHEN

THE CHAS WAGNER OFUKNITURE CO.

choose

IINTERESTINO

YOU WANT IT GO TO

;

Chcose

THE LEADING

coffee.

CHRISTMAS TIME IS BUYING

This of all seasons make maikind more charitable
to another. The sptrit'c f cheerful giving is re
cogged ia all ctvilizid lands at Yuletide.

ODe

I

Alamogordo and El Paso where he
had gone on good roads propositions.
Attorney A. T. Rogers, Jr., left Las
Vegas yesterday for Kansas City to
join his family at Kansas City, and
where they are guests of Judge H. L.

WOODTS HACK LINE

THE VALLEY RANCH

HoRsEBACK
.'r
etc,

N. M.

RKAL ESTATE and lKSURANCE business

THE
SWITZERLAND

,

The Coming Christmas

LADIES Fancy Collars; Back Combs

1

REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY

k SUPPLY CO,

'

'

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

the Household

SAITA PE HARDWARE

I

PA LA OK AVE

Sporting

knives, scissors, razors, Icy hot bottles,
fancy clocks, tool cabinets, furniture,
percolators, chafing dishes, watches,
nut sets, skates, footballs, baseball goods

'

-'

and Pressing Establishment

Cleaning

&

We have Rifles, revolvers, carving sets
toy wagons, fancy plates, silverware

j

right

for it and can handle

all your wants in the Hardware
goods line.

charge of embezzlement. Mr. Dudley-saithe young man pleaded guilty.
He also reports very heavy snow in
the San Juan and Cumbres mountains.
at the Palace.
The Win field (Kansas) Courier reGeorge A. Fleming, formerly of this
Chiis
Las
from
a
home
cently published the following: Mr.
city,
Vegas
cago, where he attended the Western and Mrs. P. H. Albright' and son,
James, returned Thursday from a
Land Congress.
C. D. Case of Las Cruces, formerly two weeks' trip through New Mexico
of Santa Fe, has left the Mesilla val- having gone as far as El Paso and
ley with his family and will make his Ciudad Juarez. They visited Mr. and
Mrs. .1. W. Corhett of Mountainair,
home in Chicago in the future.
Traveling Auditor Charles V, Saf-- and at Santa Fe saw Henry Goldford has returned from southern New smith who has been living there since
Mexico to attend the meeting of the" 'summer and who has gained twenty-fou- r
j
pounds, a circumstance which
tax commission tomorrow.
Howell Jones, who is connected makes him think it the best place in
with the Santa Fe route, is in town the world. In Albuquerque they met
having arrived from Topeka last a number of acquaintances. At that
i::ght. He is stopping at the Claire. ' place they encountered fifteen inches
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien o snow, a record breaker for that
returned yesterday noon from Tularo-sa- , country.

T. 2E- -

NOW IS THE TIME
To have that SUIT cle ned, presstd and put in good shape
We will do it )
lor fall wear.
We will cnarge

ff& are prepared

l

FREDERICK MULLER

Rational Life

the Claire.
Mis. .1. V. Morris, of El Paso, is
among the sightseers registered at
the Palace.
F. M. Purt'e'.l. a traveling man out
of El Paso, is among the guests at
i'.ie Palace.
E. I Ferguson, representative of a
Cincinnati cofl'in linn, is a guest at
ihe Palace.
Dr. (',. W. Harrison of Albnqtier-c.ue- ,
was among last night's arrivals
at the Claire.
Paul Wnenchnian of the O. C. Watson Company, is confined to his home
with illness.
Governor Curry returned this noon
front his good roads expedition
to
.
Otero county.
Abe Spiegelberg who is lying ill at
the St. Vincent Sanitarium is now
slowly improving. "
or i.as Vegas,
Coi. R. E. Twin-helis ahle to be about again after an ill- n ess of several weeks.
Miss Minnie llolzman. well known
in Santa Fe. has returned to Albuquer- que from a visit to Denver.
B. S. Phillips, the lumberman from
thr 'Ramon Vigil grant near Bucku.an
is a guest at the Modern.
Athol A. Wynn, Albuquerque forest
man. arrived on last night's train
taking quarters at the Palace.
Prof. A. B. Stroun has returned to
Albuqtierque from the Land Congress
and Exhibition held at Chicago.
Special Agent H. D. Moultou, of the
general land office division in this
city, spent yesterday in Las Vegas.
Superintendent J. AV. Raynolds of
the territorial penitentiary has gone
east on important business matters.
Mrs. Caroline G. Otero of this city,
is in Albuquerque, having returned to
New Mexico from a visit to New York.
V. A. Swen, a Chicago
traveling
man, is in town selling a line of dry
goods. He is stopping at the Claire.
Henry Light, a liquor salesman
from Kansas City, is visiting the merchants. He is a guest at the Claire..
C. E. Hatfield and wife of Court-land- ,
Kansas, are in town seeing the
sights. They are stopping at the
'

R. H. HANN'A

The Colorado

Christmas is Coming;!

M. C.
Baca, of Bernalillo, is
stopping ai the Cluirc.
M. D. McDonald, a traveling man
from Dallas, Texas, is slopping at the

.

..

Ke,

,

H.S:i(AUNE5G0:

We nave now in stock and are
every day
receiving goods for Christmas.
We bayo an elegant line of
gentlerrpn's
ties, hose arid hose supporters, mtfflers

etc I

For ladies an elegant line of plumes, ribbons Deckwear, bacdkeifhitf s. hoe, til
kirds of fancy articles, embroidery patterns royal flosses and filo, dolJs, statuary,

tc.
We cordially invite every one to call niid
look over our stock and we feel sure we Cain
please you.

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78
--

II:

Presents

V8ses

We are sole Aprents for

Santa

Cistis

25.

-

Citron Block

I'!

PAGE
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Soothes and Heals Raw
Spots and Cures All
Catarrhal Troubles

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1903.
Mlle9

jUUiHWllllllUllUumtiniiiuj

1, !

Comoanji

Railway

IT IS SERIOUS,
Orient are the chief contributors of
the 100 million dolhirs- worth of hides
and skins imported in 1309. Of the Some Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
the Seriousness.
hides of cattle imported, over one-- i
The constant aching of a bad back.
half came from Mexico and South
The weariness, the tired feeling.
America; and of the goat skins importThe pains and aches of kidney ills
f
came from the
ed, nearly
r
' n
i
ii
Are serious if neglected.
.!miii.nii;ii.iiiitiiiii!ii:iiiUiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiuiiu
British Indies.
Dangerous urinary troubles follow.
A Santa Fe citizen shows you how
WRIGHT AEROPLANE FOR
avoid them.
lo
FORT SAM HOUSTON.
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, College Street, Santa Fe, X. M., says:
Series of Tests in High Flying and
Irri"Several years ago I used D'jan's
not apply violent snuffs, sprays, douches tomemEndurance Trips to Be Made
ami burn the inflamed mucous
DOtate smartKemove
Pills, procured from StripKidney
catarrh (Terms,
the cause-tl- ie
brane.
at Texas Post.
ling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and
which cannot live when Komlon's Catarrhal Jelly has
t:,e raw, affected surfaces. Soothes,
been applied
was cured of a bad attack of kidabnormal discharges -- cures.
nrevmts
heals,
... . i:
San Antonio. Texas, Dec. 14.
l.rimrj Inf'iTie rnlirf
ney complaint. At that time a state-fen- t
fro'n every catarrhal complication- - Hay Fever. Company I,
United States Signal
appeared in the local papers,
Deat-Asthma, Catarrhal Headache, hnre hroat,
Corps, Fort Sam Houston, will soon telling of my experience and I now
Sfninach Trouble, etc. It has cured millions.
It will cure you. Write today for free sample or be in possession of the Wright aero lake pleasure in confirming all that
Ask Your Druggist or Doctor
plane used in tlie Fort Myer, va., ex- was then said in favor of Doan's KidAs soon as a few neces- ney Pills. I had pains in my back
procure a 25c o.- 50c tube for constant. periments.
ad
have been made on the that made it difficult for me to stoop
handy use at noroeor in pockci; a speeay. persary
repairs
manent and safe cure. li.UOO dru ririts
will be shipped to and there were other troubles which
machine
the
motor
It
sull it and recommend because it cures
If Fort Sam Houston, where a series of
and contains no harmful drm;.
plainly showed that my kidneys were
your dealer hasn t it, write for .:.ic or
and endurance, will at fault. Soon after I began taking
50c tube or sample, postpaid, from tests,
be conducted.
Doan's Kidney Pills, an improvement
Kondon Mfg. Company
Lieutenant Fowler v ill be in charge was noticeable, and the contents of
Minn.
Minneapolis,
of the operations.
It is proposed to two boxes restored my kidneys to
also try out at the same time a num- their normal condition also entirely
ber of other machines, both of the removing the. pain in my back. I am
The glad to say that during the time that
monoplane and biplane types.
work will begin as soon as Lieuten- has since passed, my cure has been
OF
IMMENSE QUANTITIES
ant Fowler returns from his vacation. permanent,"
HIDES ARE IMPORTED. He is said to be a
For sale by all dealer
recognized authorPrice 50
on aerial navigation.
cents.
ity
Co.,
Buffalo,
Total for the Present Year AggrePalace.
Fort Sam Houston was selected for New York, sole agents for the United
Million
Hundred
gate One
I. F. Keeping, Albuquerque; Mrs. J.
tht tests because the weather during States.
Dollars.
the winter is particularly favorable Remember the name Doan's and
W. Morris, El Paso; M. D. McDonald,
Washington, D. C, Dec. 14. Im- tor aerial navigation, there being no take no other.
Dallas, Tex,; R. S. Herbert, Las Vegas: E. F. Ferguson, Cincinnati; F. M. portations of hides and skins in the snow or high winds.
year which ends with the present
Purcell. El Paso; C. A. Carruth,
Notice for Publication.
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a. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N.
Connects with E, P.
m.
6:15
M.,
p.
S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N.
Connects with t. P.
MttiUStfr 'i
:C5 a. m.
M.
f Stage for van Houten, N. M meats trains at Preston, N.
v.. A S. Passenger trains arrlva and depart from Dea Moinst is follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH 80UND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
no. 1. :0 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, t:12 p. m.
C.
TracK connection with A. T. 4V S. P. Ry. at Raton and Preaton, with
A
Cimarron
and
N.
M.,
P
Colfax.
W
at
E.
8. at Dea Moine..
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cima-ro- n.
N. M., is depot i r the following polnta In New Mexico: Oeato,
and Red Lakes.
Aurora
Hayado.
Park. N. M la depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elixabethtown,
Cerro,
eeco, Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lakes.
and
Taos
Twining.
River
Red
da
Ranches
Taos,
Ouesta.
City.
s
W. A. GORJWrVN,
DEDWVN
J, van HOUTEN;
P.
(I

'

'

n

-

p m,

a.

.
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At
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HOTELJlRRIVALS

Foster-Milbur-

month will aggregate nearly 100 million dollars and rank second in value
in the list of articles or groups of arThe value of hid&s
ticles imported.

Athol A. Wynn, Albuquerque.
Claire.
M. C. de Baca, Bernalillo; (i. W.
Harrison, Albuquerque: W. A. Swem,
Chicago; John Garvin, Ontonagon,
Mich.; E. Rich, Albuquerque: J. F. Miller. Vallev Ranch; Edward A. White,
Vallev Ranch; C. E. Sholders, San
Francisco:
Leight, Kansas
Henry
City: F. G. Moore, Denver; O. L. TichHowell
nor Chicago:
Jones, Topeka.
Coronado.
Venceslao Valdez, Tierra Amarilla;
William Stevenson, Alamosa; C. E.
Hatfield and wife. Conrtland, Kan.;
P. R. Bird, Stanley; P. Duval, Mon- tana; R. W. Whitlock, Estancia.

n

CITY AUTHORITIES TO FILL
UP HISTORICAL DITCH.

Small Holding Claim Xo. 123S.
Serial 012051. Xot Coal Land.
of the Interior.
ban Antonio Claims That it is a Department
United
Land Office.
States
Menace to the Health of the
and skins imported in the 10 months
Santa Fe, X. M., Xov. 15, 1909.
round
Citizens.
in
is,
1909,
ending with October,
Xotice is hereby given that the folloSan Antonio. Texas, Dec. 14. After wing-named
terms, 82 million dollars, and should
claimant has filed notice
this average be maintained in the .o irrigating large fields for nearly 200 of his intention to make final
J,
proof in
Gen- - Pass- Agent
vember and Uecemuer ngures tne totai , years, ban Pedro acequia, win be
of his claim under sections
Superintendent V- - Ores, and Gen Mgr
support
ini-'
merchandise
in
filled up
the near future if the city 10 and 17 of the act of March 3.
value of this class of
RVTON. N. M
RATON. N. M- 1891,
QATON, N. M.
ported would aggregate practically 100 government has its way. The ditch (26
as amended by the act
854),
Stat,
was
laid
about
1718
million dollars, while the single item
by the Spaniards of
February 21, 1893, (27 Stat., 470),
of importation likely to show a greater after the presidio of San Francisco
and that said proof will be made beValero
had
de
been
established. For fore
value sugar shows 4 million doior Receiver, U. S. Land
lars' worth imported from foreign many years it watered the fields of Office,Register
Xew Mexico, on DeSanta
Fe,
Missions
the
the
and
early settlers, cember 22, 1909, viz: Ramon
countries in the 10 months ending ,
Padilhi,
with October, to say nothing of the and supplied the small garrison at J of
N. M., for the small hold
Cerrillos,
tne
presidio.
r,(; million dollars'
worth coming from
an Pedro ditch is the last one of ing claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R.
Coughs that are tight, or tickling, Hawaii and Porto Rico during the a
number constructed by the Snanish 8 E. X. M. P. M.
miir-i.nnd certain heln from Dr. same nerind. but not classed under im-- :
He names the following witnesses i'
settlers. Its course is marked by
Shoop's Remedy. On this account ports, since Hawaii and Porto Rico are fine old trees and dense
his actual continuous adverse
prove
vegetation.
Druggists everywhere are favoring Dr. now customs districts of the United Once
possession of said tract for twenty
fields
its
through
open
running
Shoop's Cough Remedy. The tender States.
waters now flow parallel to one of years next preceding the survey of the
This total of practically 100 million
leaves of a harmless
the principal streets in the city. township, viz:
mountainous shrub give to Dr. Shoop's dollars' worth of imports of hides and
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
Those wishing it closed claim that
Cough Remedy its curative properties, skins which the figures of the calendar it is a menace to the. health of the Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, X
Those leaves have the power to calm year 1909 will show will exceed by
community.
People who have lived M.
the most distressing Cough, and to many millions those of any earlier alongside the ditch for many years
Any person who desires to protest
soothe, and heal the most sensitive year. The highest figures in value are opposed to its removal, and will against the allowance of said proof, or
UI i"'i'va.aous ul
" , ' take the matter into court if neces- - who knows of any substantial reason
uiunci.mi i.ICx..o,llc.
minion
for safety s sake, always aemana ur. any .prior rear was
sary. In this they will be supported under the laws and regulation of the
It can with perfect freedom lars' worth in 1900, the average dur-b- e by riparian considerations, most of Interior
Department why such proof
given to even the youngest babes. ng the past decade having heen but the land being held with irrigation should not be alowed will be given an
Including
Test it once yourself, and see! Sold by (j; million dollars' worth. The quan- privileges. The water of the ditch is opportunity at the
s
Co.
Stripling-Burrowtity imported during the year will ex j taken from San Pedro Springs and time and place to'
the wi
500 million pounds, while on no ; fs IHire.
ceed
how
nesses of said claimant, and to offer
earlier occasion has the total reached
in democratic
evidence in rebuttal of that submit
the
line, the highest figure OLGA NETHERSOLE LECTURES
ted 'by claimant.
ON THE CITY BEAUTIFUL.
Mother Bought Coal to Prevent Weak being in 190G. 392 millions. Thus in
MANUEL R. OTERO,
San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 14. Olga
Boy Convict From Being
quantity and value the importations of
Register.
25
Beaten.
will be approximately
j 1909
per Nethersole, the well known actress,
San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 14. The cent in excess of those of the previous and a warm advocate of the civic
It is an admitted tact mat real es
OR JPrCM
Also
Hat 00
inhumane treatment accorded prison- - highest record year, 190G. The aver-er- s improvement, will address the San
A.-financial men and merchants all
tate,
,.Ul
iil IV III. ,
melius
of hides of Antonio Civic Improvement
in the Texas state penitentiary age monthly-importatioLeague
uu1
January
that
DECtMBER
say
quickest and best results a.j
17
on
December
tarand a mother's love had a strange cattle in the period since the new
city
beautifying
obtained by advertising in the Xow
re-- , iff act went into
will
on
be
theme.
Miss
or
Write
her
Call
Nethersole
the
5,
1909,
Information
investigation
effect,
August
inning during
For further
Mexican.
million pounds, against has made a study of the subject, and
cently made by the legislative com- - has been 24
W. D. SHEA, T F. fe P. A.
or
Asent,
Mc
BRIDE,
H
p
mittee inquiring into conditions at the. about 13 millions in the seven months is a member of the national
SANTA FTC. N. M.
Calvery coal mine. One of the pris-- ; immediately preceding that date,
FRATERNAL
SOCIFUfS
oners, a youth of tender years, showThe gr0wth of importation of hides
and
is
Tar
and
the
best
both
unusual
Foley's
Honey
intelligence
and skins int0 the United States, an
ing
MASONIC.
and safest cough remedy for children
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' WESTERN
FLORIDA ORANGE CROWERS
SEEK INCREASED PROFITS.
I

BEEF FOR
EASTERN

RAN FIRST TRAIN INTO

MARKETS.

Difference That Ten WANTS

ARIZONA DESPITE ORDERS.

Steers From the Ranges Make Better Construction Crew Under Cover of
Feeders in Winter Weather of
Night Have a Little Sport of
Atlantic Coast.
Their Own.
to Be Settled Victory Means
Western beef is coming into its own.
Many Millions.
Not over a decade ago eastern buyDenver. Colorado. December 14.
ers purchased range-bresteers only
"The first train that ran into AriFrom 35 degrees to 70 degrees
Washington, D. ('., Dec. 14. Florida when they were unable to fill their zona did so in the summer of 1877,"
from
an unbearable cold to a gloworange growers, not satisfied with feed pens from other sources, and usu- said Captain R. W. Wiikins. of Butte.
offered
a
them
for
much
lower
ally
been
which
have
making
price
profits
ing heat that contributes the cheery
Mont., who was seen at the National
rich during the recent years, are sun- this class of stock than they were hotel, "it rati into the
comfort you want in your home is
durterritory
ning for more. Their case, which willing to pay for that secured from ing the night, great care being taken
the
difference that can be made in
might be called that of the Florida other places.
not to make unnecessary noise.
10
mii.utes
when you have the
California
orange,
has
these
Experience
buyers,
taught
orange against the
"The train passed Fort Yuma anr
western range-breis duo for a decision soon, for Judge however, that
its garrison of one commissioned ofPromy for the interstate commerce steers are unusually in the very best ficer and a private, who had been on
commission on December 20 at Jack- of health. They have a splendid frame
watch for days to see the Southern
sonville begins the hearing of the com- upon which to build, are well muscled
Pacific was kept from loing just what
plaints of Florida growers, who have and boned, and being accustomed to was done that
night by a crew of conconon
of
the
the
western
a
the
forced
climate,
freight
rigors
'
struction men. The Southern Pacific,
rates to interior cities. They are some tinue to put on flesh in the eastern
Smokeless Device)'
with
(Equipped
building east through Southern Cali
2,000 miles nearer to lliose interior feed pens when cattle from other secreached the Colorado river,
to do your heating. It is unrivaled
markets than California and are seek- tions, being fed under identical condi- fornia,
which formed the border line bet ween j
on
account
more
even
of
are
flesh
to
secure
losing
for quick work sad effective, cleaning
advantage tions,
the inclement weather conditions. California and Arizona. On the Arithan at present from their location.
ly work.
.oim sine was j ort luma.
the ColoThe Florida Fruit and Vegetable This western steer only demands that rado had to be'
conand
the
bridged
waShippers' Protective Association has he be given plenty of good fresh
Impossible to turn the wick too high or too low impossible
so that he may struction gangs worked early and late
appealed to the interstate commerce ter and sufficient feed
to
to
It
make it smoke or emit disagreeable odor the
this.
was
a
drawaccomplish
commission not only for the orange never go hungry and he will always
bridge.
rehimself
and
but also for the grapefruit, which is give a good account of
"The government and the Southern
not grown in quantity in California, turn many dollars in profits to the
but which has achieved great promi- feeder when he is sold for the block Pacific had locked horns over some
absolutely prevents smoke. Lighted in a second cleaned in a minute
trifling matter, and the commissioned
nence in recent years among Florida in the spring.
burns Nine Hours with one filling. Rustless brass font.
f
the force
These steers shed early under fav- officer who formed
fruits, and for the Florida pineapple
Automatic smokeless device instantly removed for cleaning.
at
as against the Cuban pineapple. The orable conditions, and when they have let Fort Yuma was under orders not to
across
run
trains
the bridge into
Highest efficiency in heating power Beautifully finished in
association has set out to clean up reached the stockyards they show an
Arizona.
He
could
not
finish
lackthe
exterior
other
that
prevent
cattle,
Japan or Nickel an ornament anywhere a necessity everywhere.
iMs freight rate question decisively.
road building the bridge or laying
Work has zone out to the membership ing the same health and ruggedness,
Variety of styles.
If Nnt At
Write for Descriptive Circular
Every Dealer Everywhere.
to be on hand with evidence, and Jack- fair to show. This makes the western tracks into the territory, but he could
to the Nearest Agency of the
train over the
sonville promises to look as though a steers ready sellers on the market, prevent running
state convention was on. Florida now and after they have been butchered bridge.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
"You can imagine the restlessness
the
(Incorporated)
is running almost neck and neck with the percentage of the weight of
'
California and incidentally shipping dressed carcass over that of other of a camp of railway construction men
the succulent "spud," the white pota- steers under the same conditions is so who had been forbidden to cross the
to of commerce, at an astounding rate, perceptible as to immediately attract river with a trair. The bridge was
there the tracks were there, but av
$1,000,000 worth having been shipped the attention of those keen,
rage depos-$289.88, by onier. Tycho Hrahe, for astronomical
from a tract of 4,000 acres last year. men who handle the yard end of the there was nothing doing in the way far the largest average account in
purposes, but is no longer in use.
of advancement, owing to the orders
Of oranges and grapefruit no less business.
postal savings banks in any country. December Strand Magazine.
west
of
The
of
is
the
the officer in command of the Such countries as
settlement
rapidthan 0,000,000 boxes were shipped last
Egypt. Tunis.
year and this year's crop, now being ly reducing the amount of available garrison, who, of course, had received
.Malay states and the Dutch MOTHER SHOWS UNUSUAL
his
instruction from Washington.
East Indies figure :n the list. Gold
shipped will exceed that figure con- range and is forcing the cattle to go
COURAGE FOR AIDING SON.
"We stood it as long as we could, Coast has the smallest number of desiderably, which shows in figures why higher and higher into the hills in-in
and finally made arrangements to go positors,
418.
Its deposits
the growers will be on hand at the search of forage. This is greatly
have Directs Boy's Removal to Hospital
utanyhow. We waited until about 3 grown from $18,331 to $7:1,820 in ten
freight rate hearing it's mighty Im- creasing the importance of freely
After He ic Shot and Witnesses
portant to them. Incidentally it seems ilizing the ranges within the national o'clock in the morning. The locomo years, and the average of the deposOneration.
likely to mean much to Mr. Concumer forests, and every endeavor isto being tive was kept in readiness with two its in I'JOT was $37.72.
open flat cars ahead of it. At the desig- and tha Little Consumer, for all the made by the forest service
Spokane, Wash., Doc. 13 Prettv
probable reduction in rates will go to hitherto inaccessible ranges by the nated time the men scrambled upon
Florence
Pretz, creator of Billiken,
the growers as additional profits. Also construction of trails and bridges, and the flat cars and we crossed the river
a
a
Be,"
GLHANINGS
bY
of
arid
the
ranges by
development
and steamed into Arizona. Everyone
it will mean much to California and
banish-elittle
the
dreams
she
that
idol
PERIPATETIC PEN
the Californiaa railways (between water. In these higher elevations the kept quiet, as prearranged, until we
from her modest home at Kansas
whom some Californians discriminate) grass is usually much finer in quality had passed the post.
because he proved an ungrateful
City
if they zet "a lemon" on the freight and more nutritious, while the climate
"Then the train stopped and the
wretch to his maker, meanwhile bring7.
to
"No.
Burro
more
of
Fatal
the
both
which
is
much
coming
rigorous;
aid cuestion.
engine blew itself out. The engineer
ing luck to scores of thousands
of,
Sunday mornThe form of the complaint and the conditions result in the animals being tied the whistle open and for half an in as a
his shrine, has a pleasat
worshipers
more
in
solid
health
and
better
having
facts of location make it evident that
hour it blew and blew. Of course, the ing, hit a cow somewhere during the ant surprise in store for her. The rithe decision, if favorable, will be flesh when placed on the feeder mar- noise of the locomotive's screech and night and a lot of her blood and mo.it diculous, grinning fetish will
bring
in the future of Florida, kets in the fall. This fall has seen the yelling of the men which followed of what brains she had were left on
recognition of a substantial kind for
of
numbers
range-brethe
large
o
now
which
has turned
celery and
awakened the officer and
man. the pilot, of the first engine. A freight her, if the movement to be launched
his
potatoes as well as having developed steers, most of which come from The officer dressed and came out to train running east of here struck a in Spokane is as successful as its proher citrus fruit crops, although the ranges within national forests, topping where we were and ordered us back burro amidships the other day and moters expect it to be.
knocked it the distance between two
orange and the grapefruit still are the the feeder markets at all points where across the river.
Arthur W. Jor.s. secretary of the
of the state. feeder steers are sold.
great
poles. The jolt and the One Hundred and Fifty Thousand
telegraph
"We
had
had
fun
our
were
and
perSo
demand
for
sreat has become the
nervous shock combined were flital Club of
The grapefruit crop this year will
fectly willing to go. After we crossed
Spokane, which w ill disband to
anestttrt
ftaaa. boxes. - In the last cattle of the quality mentioned that the river the lieutenant opened the to the burro."
be
as the Quarter Million
reorganized
of
stockmen throughout the
three years demand for the grape- hundreds
of
Reminiscences
draw so we could not return and went
Railroading
Club on the evening of January 13, is
of
bunches
stock
west
their
are
selling
fruit has doubled and compelled the
back to bed. but we had the pleasure "In the current number of the Rail- planning a small assessment on the
commission houses to give it as much cattle and are beginning to handle of being
members of the organization, also
passengers on the first train road Men's Magazine is a lengthy arof 1,000 candidates to be initiated that
attention as oranges, although for steers exclusively. On the old ranges- that ever ran into Arizona. The ticle devoted to reminiscences
accuswas
one
years they refused to do so because where a few years ago
trouble between the government and railroading in New Mexico and Ari- night, as a nucleus of a Billiken fund.
"it was easier" to handle oranges. tomed to see large herds of cows and railroad, which was
about the zona ten years ago and some of the A committee of 250 will then make a
Take the case of the Largo district, on calves, you will find today equally-larg- crossing of military reservation, was achievements of railroad men in those canvass of the homes and offices of
bunches made up entirely of
Jack Briscoe of the Opera
the Pinellas peninsula, where 10 per
soon fixed up and the work was times.
mine operators, railroad
House bar, is given "honorable men- lumbermen,
cent of the Florida grapefruit are steers, some of which may perhaps pushed into Arizona."
bonanza
wheat ranches, apbuilders,
some
Old
come
have
from
Mexico,
tion" for some of his famous fast
grown, bringing millions of dollars to
ple growers, land owners and others
Arizona
and
while
from
runs
Texas,
from
and
miraculous
escapes
the grapefruit growers; better freight
VAST GROWTH OF POSTAL
to levy an assessment of not more
the occasion in
usually furnish their quota,
rates to the interior cities will broadBANKS IN OTHER LANDS. death, especially
Which he ran the Limited through a than nine cents for every clay idol
en the market for them. Owing to a These steers are brought into these
found on the premises.
at
from
western
ranges
eighteen Thirty-fou- r
natural monopoly that is due to imand Colonies carload of baled hay and half way
Countries
"We expect to raise not less than
become
old.
a
no
two
into
to
car
of
with
months
They
flour,
years
escaping
Have More Than Forty Million
munity from frosts on that peninsula,
before the close of the cam-- j
$1,000
in
in
a
while
the
his
dent
first
hat."
injury except
year,
this will mean more profits and the acclimated the
Depositors.
said Mr. Jones in outlining the
paign,"
A Hot Chaser
Says the McKinley
matured grapefruit groves are said to second and third years they become
"and
every penny of it will be
plan,
so
mature
that
sufficiently
they may ' Chicago, Dec. 14. The Postal Sav- County Republican:
the
"'Slim,'
bring already returns of $600 to
forwarded to Miss Pretz, in the event
to
be
market.
taken
was
ings Bank League has issued, from porter at Burke's barber shop,
per acre. The raw land is rapidly
The demand for cattle of this kind is headquarters here, a bulletin giving slightly indisposed Sunday as a result she desires to resume her art studies.
being bought up for this branch of
The brave girl belongs to us as much
fruit culture and planted with pomelo greater than the supply, and as in all a digest of the annual report of the of a practical joke played upon him ' as if she were a native daughter of
is
demand
comptroller of the currency, Law- by some one, who substituted a big 'the
trees; the grapefruit acreage is in- other cases where the
City Beautiful,' and we hope to be
greater than the supply the price re- rence O. Murray on the growth of 'blass of gin for water as a 'chaser.' able
creasing by leaps and bounds.
to change her keen disappoint- inon sale must constantly
postal savings banks the world over For the benefit of the uninitiated, it ment over
Officially the hearing is to consider: ceived
losing control of her cre-- !
of rates on crease. That this is true of the steer which serves to emphasize the need might be well to state that a 'chaser' ation to a
(1) The
realization of things
joyful
Florida oranges and pineapples to business, one can easily ascertain for such banks in the United is a drink of water taken after taking as they should be, and prove that
one
of
r
with
conversation
thirty-fouStates.
The
table
shows
any
that
a drink of whisky. The purpose of the
points in territory north of the Ohio through
countries or colonies have such water is to quench the fire and smoke after all Billiken, now repudiated, is
river and west of the Mississippi and the western stockmen who make this
indeed her god of good fortune."
Missouri rivers in order to enable a business. They will tell you that banks and that, during the last de- in the stomach, sometimes caused by
Florida citrus fruits to compete on they have made more money in the cade, the number of depositors in the whisky. Gin looks like water, but.
Hexamethylenetetramine
it isn't. It is like whisky, only worse.
an even basis with California citrus last two or three years in handling these banks have increased from
The above is the name of a German
100 A
to
in ten years in
or
40,320,303,
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than
nearly
they
a
followed
of
to
by
whisky,
big drink
fruits, and for Florida pineapples
chemical, which is one of the many
per cent, while during the same percompete with Cuban pineapples. (2) handling strictly stock cattle.
goblet full of a gin is calculated 'valuable ingredients of Foley's Kid-iod the deposits have increased from big
to make a jack rabbit stand on its hind ney Remedy.
The establishment of carload rates
Hexamethylenetetra-- '
The old fashioned way of dosing a $1,138,441,944 to $1,989,299,815, or ap- legs and
in a bull dog's face, and minei is recognized by medical text
and carload minimums on Florida vegspit
75
cent.
the
per
During
weak stomach, or stimulating the proximately
of the entire books and authorities as a uric, acid
etables to eastern markets, and
decades the average deposit of each Slim' had the sympathy
in his misfortune."
of rates on Florida vegeta- Heart or Kidneys is all wrons. Dr.
community
sclvent and antiseptic for the urine
depositor has fallen from $56.41 to
bles to western markets in order to Shoop's first pointed out this error. $49.33. While the number of deposTake Foley's Kidney Remedy as soon
Docs an Actress
Walk
How
Far
This is why his prescription Dr.
as you notice any irregularities and
Performance?
permit many of the Florida vegetables
Nowadays
42 During a
in
itors
is
banks
savings
postal
ento compete on an even basis with the Shoop's Restorative is directed
avoid a serious malady. Sold by all
the
so
much
of
when
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talk
there
cent
the
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of
of depositors
per
same products grown elsewhere. (3) tirely to the cause of these ailments
in druggists.
de-- ! distance run by a football
in
player
all
the
savings
foreign
banks,
The establishment of carload rates on the weak inside or controlling; nerves. posits are only about. 20 per cent of. the course of a match it may interest
mixed cars of Florida fruits and Florl It isn't so difficult, says Dr. Shoop, to the total deposits in such banks.
readers to know the distance walked FRATERNAL AN RELIGIOUS
SOCIETIES APPEAL CASE
da vegetables that will permit the strengthen a weak Stomach. Heart or
deIn the thirty-fou- r
by an actress on the stage in the
countries
and
Kidneys, if one goes at it correctly. pendencies
San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 14. A
course of a piece. I have taken for
carload rate applicable on each
savings
having
postal
to apply to, with minimums on Each inside organ has its controlling banks, the united kingdom leads in example the play "East Lynne." and number of religious and fraternal sosame under ventilation and under re- or inside nerve. When these nerves the number of depositors and amount selected the well Known part of Laay cieties who lost bequests amounting
fail, then those organs must surely of deposits that is, 11,018,251
and Isobel and Mme. Vine as played by to about $15,000 as the result of the
frigeration. ..
The growers of vegetable crops in falter. These vital truths are leading $784,794,533, respectively. In Japan Miss Grace Warner. I marked on breaking of the will of Mrs. Mary
druggists everywhere to dispense and there are 8,013,193 depositors, in Italy a chart the actual crosses made in Ann Shardein, contest that the acFlorida of course meet general
as the citrus fruit growers recommend Dr. Stoop's Restorative. 5,108,802; France 5,0.i4,998; Belgium the course of three acts one of the tion of the court was contrary to
Russia five in which she takes part; in the law and evidence, and motion for a
will not do if t,helr complaint against Test It a few days, and see! Improve- 2,100,237; Austria 2,064,403;
follow.
will
ment
and
surely
promptly
and other two she is practically station- View trial has been made by their atNetherlands
1.788,990;
1,401,670,
freights is favorably decided upon. The Sold
Co .
The decision of the court
by
British India 1,262,763,
Canadian ary. The distance covered amounts torneys.
state industrial agent has reported per
was that the entire estate, valued
to
sixty-twtwo
and
hundred
banks
have
yards,
but
postal
exsavings
acre returns of various crops that
WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE FLAG
depositors, but their deposits well over an eighth of a mile, and, j at about $17,500 should go to the
press in dollars the basis of ipart of the
FLYING ON PIKES PEAK. amount to $45,190,484, making the adding that to the distance backward two nieces of the iead woman who
new prosperity of Florida under intenColorado Springs, Dec. 14. A black
and forward from the dressing room,' had been cut off with small legacies.
sive farming adapted to its climate and
"Votes for
the
one sees that an actresses work is not The will was contested on the ground
legend
bearing
flag,
Swine
Tho
or the Flower?
soil: Celery, $1,000; strawberries, Women" is
that undue influence had
been
aii talk, as so many people imagine.
defying winter's blasts Ah net I saw a
$800; peppers, $750;
Irish potatoes, on the summit of Pikes Peak. It was
huge and loathsome sty,
in the December Strand. brought to bear on the testatrix by
Rhind
Roy
swine
of
drove
a
Wherein
wallowing
$150; lettuce. $7.50.
placed on the top of the peak shortly
were barred,
A Novel Cycle Ride
On July 27th the societies named as beneficiaries
before the cog road closed for the Whose banquet shocked the nostril and some
'cyclists essayed to ride to the
Served as coffee, the new coffee subthe eye;
Preventics, the new Candy Cold
winter, by Mrs. Helen Reine Baker,
stitute known to grocers everywhere of Spokane, Wash., the noted suffra- Then spoke a voice, "Behold the source top of the Round Tower of Copen- Cure Tablets, are said by
druggists to
The
down
and
hagen
again.
quickof lard!"
as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will trick gette leader who was one of the eight
four
have
specific
special
minutes
two
sixteen
was
advantages
time
est
even a coffee expert. Not a grain of delegates to the international con- I fled, and saw a field that seemed at first
over all other remedies for a cold.
dismountwith
of
and
mass
roses
and
One
down,
seconds,
up
glistening
pure
real coffee In It either. Pure health- vention of women held in London
ing.
The Tower contains a broad First They contain no Quinine, noth
,
ful toasted grains, malt, nuts, - etc., last spring. The flag was supplied bv Withwhite,
dewy buds 'mid dark green foliage spiral roadway with an easy gradient ing harsh or sickening. Second They
have been so cleverly blended as to Mrs. O. P. H. Belmont, of New Yor2,
nursed;
sant
on
its outer border. Peter the give almost Instant relief.
give a wonderfully satisfying coffee and its .placing on Colorado's mos.t And, as I lingered o'er the lovely sight, Great, of Russia, and the Danish
to the taste, like candy.
taste and flavor. And it Is "made in a famous mountain Is particularly sig- The summer breeze, that cooled that
King once drove with horse and car- Fourth A lar"e box 48 Preventics
Southern scene,
minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30 nificant because this was one of the
Also fine for feverish
"
Behold the source of
riage to the top. It was built after at 25 cents.
minutes boiling, Frank Andrews.
first states" to adopt equal suffrage. Whispered,
the death of the great Danish astron- - children. Sold by
COTTOLENfi!"
Co.
Their Case Against California Orange
Freicht Rates Seems Likely Soon

Minutes Make

FOR RKNT OR SALE
writer. J. I!. Sloan.

A

type-

d

PERFECTION

show-dow-

Oil

n

Heater

j

-

j

self-locki-

ng

Automatic Smokeless Device

one-hal-

Yr-irs-

.

d

ac-cu-nt

'

Fed-crate- d

t

i

d

'

double-heade- r

epoch-makin-

g

d

wealth-produce-

0

i

FOll RKNT Rooms for Iioiim
Garcia s'reer.

in.--.

!;:;

Lady stenographer awl clerk
position. Telephone No. I'd Red.
WANTED
'

u

(m

Several

bright,

nun

to qualify for 'he railway
!
ice.
Addr ss. suiting aee,
and weight, earn New Me;

mail

hi'ichts

FOR RENT

After

15th

IV c.

the

store mom at present occupied by
the Zcoh's Pharmacy. Low rent, long

lease.

M. D.

.1.

A clerk tj.- a general
WANTLT)
store at once. Must be a pood salesman, speak Ensdish and Spanish and
have
thorough knowledge of the
dry goods trade. Inquire at this of-

fice.

herder to look

VAXTEI---Shee-

ter

Sim

af-

of sheen.

Experienced
man preferred. Call at Mulligan's
Establishment, Palace ave.
l

tl'iH.

CONVENTION OF DEAF
MUTES IN COLORADO.
Colorado Springs. Dec. 14. A convention with all talking eliminate,!
will be helfi in Colorado Springs in
August, 11)10, when the world's congress of the deaf will assemble in
that city. In all the meetings not. a
word will be spoken. The deliberations will be in tne sign language,
and moving pictures will be taken for
exhibition
the world.
throughout
Among those who have been invited
to attend are Dr. Alexander Graham
Hell, whose invention of the telephone is said to have been the result
of efforts to aleviate his wife's deafness. President Taft also will be invited to attend.
Included in the program which has
just been announced by President
George W. Veditz. will be a discussion of the following topics:
"The
deaf men in the business world: how
best to overcome prejudice and dis
trust toward his employment;" "The
correct method of educating
the

deaf," "Independent newspapers for
the deaf;" "Homes for aged and in-

firm deaf; a national home vs. existing state homes;" "The deaf in benevolent associations;" "The evil effects upon the popular mind in classifying the deaf with the dependent
and delinquent classes."
At this congress,
steps will b
taken to celebrate properly the first,
ed
centenary of American deaf-mutucation which was instituted in 1S17
His
by Thomas Hopins Gallaudet.
onlv surviving son. Dr. Edward Miner
Gallaudot, president of Gallaudet college, Washington, D. C, will be the
honored guest of the congress.
e

e

New-Mexic- o

j
j

'

After exposure, and when you feel a
cold coming on, take Foley's Honey
and Tar, the great throat and lung
remedy. It stops the cough, relieves
the congestion and expels the cold
from your system.
Is mildly laxative. Refuse substitutes. Sold by
all druggists.

;

MARKET KfcPORT

j

$2,-50-

0

,

;

I

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Dec. 14. Lead steady
445 6v 50; Copper easy;
Standard
Silver
spot and January 13(?tl-2- ;
52 71 S.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, III., Dec. 14. Wheat, May
110
July 99
Corn May 661-8- ;
July 65
Oats May 44
July 42
Pork Jan. 21.95; May 21.67
Lard Jan. 12.92
May 11.95.
Ribs Jan. ll.l-2- ;
May 11.35.
5--

Anm MioifcT

St. Louis. Dec. 14. Wool unchanged; territory and western mediums
2429; fine mediums 2125; fine 12
(7t

911

l

j

LIVESTOCK.

I

j

j

com-.modi- ty

com-,Pftitio- n

Stripling-Burrow-

s

o

155,-89- 5

.

Third-Plea-

-

Stripling-Burrow-

s

Kansas
Receipts,

City. Mo.. Dec. 14. Cattle
16,000, including K)0 south-

erns; market, steady to 10 cents lower. Xatlve steers $4.758.50: southern steers ?3.35?I5.50; somnern cows
$2.754.00; native cows and heifers
$2.506.50; stackers and feeders $3.25
ffl5.25; bulls $3.004.60; calves $4.00
western steers $3.80C00;
8.25;
western cows $2.755.00.
Receipts. 16,000; market
Hogs
strong to 5 cents higher. Bulk of
sales $S.158.45; heavy $S.408.50;
packers and butchers $S.25S.45; light
$7.908.35; pigs $6.757.75.
Sheep
Receipts, $8,000; market,
lambs
steady. Muttons $4.255-85$6.0OS.00; fed western wethers and
fed western
yearlings $4.75(90.85;
ewes, 4.255.25.
Chicago, Dec. 14. Cattle Receipts
;

Market weak. Beeves $?
11,000.
8.50; Texas steers $3.804.70; western
steers $41 6.50; stockers and
feeders $3(ir5.15; cows and heifers
calves $7fJ9.50.
$25.50;
'

Market
26,000.
mixed
$8.108.55;
$8.258.65; heavy $8.308.70; ronga
$8.308.45; good to choice heavy
$S.458.70; pigs $5 8; bulk sales
$S.458.60.
Receipts

Hogs
steady.

Light-

-

Receipts 21.000.
Sheep
western.
weak. Native $3.505.50;
.
O
t
n rrn
ORe1 A
lambs native $5.508.20; western
T.n

--

$5.7oS.20.

A
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iroin
of El Paso, has gone to Socorro, where
Drops Dead in Lodge Room Man- condemnation proceedings against the
uel Delgado dropped dead in a lodge Victorio Cattle and Land
Company,
room at El I'aso on Saturday night were in progress
for several
today
j
in
was
while a sociable
progress.
'thousand acres needed for the Ele-- i
FOR SALE CHEAP Choice lot of
pliant Butte project.
books, good as new. Call at Welt-nier'Train
Report The Denver and
Rio Grande is reported one hour and
Who can make love? Shrimps. Get
thirty minutes late; the Xew Mexico
on to the poetry of Shrimps and your Central on time. Santa Fe trains as
best girl just cannot throw you over' 'follows:
o. 1 at Lamv 6:15; Xo. 7.
Elks' opera house, Dec. 1i-- l
No. 9 t
Defeated The
El Pa-- o Team
at
iniluites iate. No. 2
Elty
I'aso basket. ball team was defeated at 11: j,) tMs niorllinK; 0 3 arrived at
Agricultural College by the college 2:4u this afternoon.
team by a score of It! to 14.
.ues for Damages In the district
Appointed U. S. Court Commissioner court at El Paso, Texas, V. L. Ruther-- ;
J. Simpson Morgan has been ap- ford asks for $1,100 damages from the
pointed IT. s. court commissioner At El Paso & Nohtreaste.ru railroad and
Texico, Roosevelt county, to succeed oilier connecting lines for alleged dam-- I
H R. T'tnam, resigned.
age due to cattle shipped from
The Ladies Aid Society of St.
X. M., to Kansas City, Mo., on
John's M. E. church will give their November 29, 190S, there being 207
annual sale of aprons, fancy work and cattle in the shipment.
honif cookery, and serve light reEloping Raton Couple Arrested at
freshments for only 25 cents this af- j Jerome
Telia Ostovich and
Peter
ternoon at the church.
Knivocovich of Raton were arrested
What is that beautiful chorus? Oh, a
Jerome, Ariz., charged with viothai is that Princess Bonnie chorus
the Edmunds act. Ostovich had
lating
most,
beautiful
young
composed of
followed
the despoiler of his homo into
'adies (and a good looking bunch of
Elks' opera house Arizona, and upon his pleading with
fellows too).
his wife to return home with him to
Dec. 17th and ISth.
Raton, being refused he caused the arChurch
to
Call
Presbyterian
Accepts
Dr. A. P. Vaughn, who preached sev- rest of the couple.
Drunkenness on Train On the
eral Sundays ago at Santa Fe, has ac- - Denver
and Rio Grande train from
Antonito last evening, there were
several men under the influence of
liquor. One of the men was so intoxicated that he crept into the woman's
toilet room and there tried to sleep
DO YOU
off his jag. Mounted Policeman W.
E. Dudley asked the train hands to
remove him to the smoker and this
was done.
Fireman Killed Near Lamy Miscal
H. Sykes, a Santa Fe fireman, who
was married only three weeks ago,
was ground to death yesterday under
the wheels of his train, two miles
south of Lamy. He was thrown under the cars by the snapping of the
drawbar between the engine and the
tender and the cars passed over him
FOR AN
killing his almost instantly. His remains were sent to Grand Junction,
Colcrado7 fur burial.
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LOBSTERS

wen-arrive- d

market we would be glad to order them for you.

HUTS

From Page Two.)

j

Or any hot house vegetables that are not in the

NO. 92.

ed ".t Las Cruces from Idaho.

j

If you wait to order anything extra, such as

PHONE

,..

II...

'

1 1

We sold over 200 Turkeys for Thanksgiving
and havent had a kick yet. Whiie our dealer
says our Chris mas Turkey will be better yet:

QUAIL
GROUSE

II

1909.

i

hristmas Turkey
PRARIECHIX

Pres-- .

arriv-

Another Newspaper for New Mexico
William La Point, editor of the Las
('oi)ie for some of tlio.se good pies, Cruces Citizen, will establish La Es- cakes and bread, at the home sookery
ell a. a Spanish weekly at Mcsilla,
sale at Si. John's M. K. church this Dona Ana county, and is at present inafternoon.
stalling a printing plant for the purFuneral Tomorrow The funeral ofj pose.
Mrs. David Knapp will take place;
Condemnation Proceedings at Socor- Wednesday afternoon at two o'clock! ro Reclamation Engineer W. M. Reed
the house.
(Continued

IS TIME TO ORDER YOUR

NOW

cepted a call to the I.as Cruces
byierian church. His family has

Minor City Topics.

I

'i

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14,

MARKET

PHONE

NO. 92.
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g Bakery
6rocery
1NTERES TING PRICES
.25c
BARS GOOD LAUNDciY SOAP
'
"
25c
PflARL WHITE
"
25c
DIAMOND "C"
Eery oqj kqowhs what tha- Dtamood "C" is

9
IS

7

-

POTATOES

ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
100 los f r
15 lbs. for
25c
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - -

1;30
-

20c

WANT TO GET

APPLES $t.75PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter

THERE

M. Blush

THE ONLY BAKER
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the be3t of everything in uur
Bakery.
Y

Phone

4.

No.

F. Andrews,

Right Now?
PHONE 204

Phone No. 4

1

Auto

HUBBS UUNDRY COMPANY

"OOll WORK IS BEST

H. A. HART

Our Specialty food( Work and Prompt Service:
W. H. Kerr Ast Santa Fe
Pnoael22 Red

PROPRIETOR.

Study
the label
and buy only
baking powder made
from cream ol tartar

THIRD NATIONAL APPLE
lad sweepstakes of $1,500 'to prizes
SHOW AT SPOKANE. of $3 for single plates of apples, nor
were competitors required to pay for
R. H. Rice,
To Take Place Next November and exhibition space.
will leave for Denver
December There Will Be $50,- 0C0 for Premiums.
early in January to attend the Colorado show, afterward making an ex11.
Prelimtended tour of the orchard districts
Spokane, Wash., l)ic.
in eastern, southern and middlewest-er- n
com-- have
been
arrangements
inary
states.
pleted by the Spokane chamber of
commerce to finance the third nation- BRAVE ARMY OFFICER SENal apple show in this city the middle
TENCED FOR EMBEZZLEMENT.
of November or early in December, j
New York, Dec. 14.
Captain
1310, when it i3 purposed to make a
United
Thomas
States
army,
Franklin,
larger and better exhibition than ev- j twice commended by General Chaffee
er before, with from $35,000 and
The second and General Otis for distinguished
?:0,000 in premiums.
show cost $14,000, or $1,000 less than j service in China and at Manila, plead-- j
the total fund, appropriated by the ed guilty to a long series, of petty em-- :
people of Spokane. That it was not blezzlements from the mess fund of
a money-makinenterprise is evi- the West Point cadets.
He was sentenced by Judge Hand
NOTICE.
denced by the statement that the exAll those desiring to pay accounts penses of the show were more than in the United States circuit court to
to A. F. Spiegelberg or to make pur- $22,000 above the receipts from ad- t wo years and six months in the fed-- !
chases at his store are requested to missions and concessions. No charge eral penitentiary at Atlanta, Ga. His
call on Carl A. Bishop at O. C. Wat- was made for entries in the various counsel gave notlye that he would ap-- j
son Insurance Agency.
competitions ranging front the car ply for awrit of error and review.
;

j

g

J
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Perfect Fitting Clothes Can Be Had

Artistic Tailoring
SSSs' Monday Dec. 13th.
uilii

THRUSDAY DEC. 16.

all know our reputation
Youmaking
ready made clothes

sure when you order a
suit made that your tailor is a
man of sense. This statement
can be used as sensible admonition at any time judging from the
number of men we see wearing
ill fitting, poorly tailored clothes.
It would not be out of place
if it were posted in the inside of
I their hats.
Be

,

j4

I

Am

f A

-

here are no clothes troubles
our cutters and tailors
- fi are skilled artists. The clothes
they make fit correctly and are
tailored per fectlyi
Our woolens are beautiful and
our prices are not lofty in any
degree.
-

$l8.50t to i$50.00
O'coats from $17.50 to $35.00
Trousers rom $4.50 to $10.00
Suits from

If you appreciate good Tailoring let us have
to have
your measure and we will guarantee
it hre before Xmas.
r'

'

-

.,

.1

T

Test our ability you money back if not satisfactory

SANTA FE, ,
NEW MEXICO.

